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Abstract. The central idea of this paper is to interpret certain spectral invariants as
regularized integrals of closed differential forms on a space of elliptic operators or a space
of metrics on a vector bundle. We apply this idea to the eta invariant and to the analytic
torsion of a Z-graded elliptic complex, explaining their dependence on the geometric data
used to define them with a Stokes’ theorem argument. We then introduce multi-torsion, a
generalization of analytic torsion, in the context of manifolds with a certain local product
structure; we prove that it is metric independent in a suitable sense.
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2 PHILLIP ANDREAE
1. Introduction
The eta invariant and analytic torsion are spectral invariants that require knowledge of
the heat trace for all positive times, which means they are not computable in terms of
local geometric data. The variation of eta or torsion with respect to, e.g., a change in the
Riemannian metric used to define it, however, is a locally computable quantity, and even
if this quantity does not vanish, this property is enough to construct an associated object
(the relative eta invariant or the Ray-Singer metric) that is independent of the metric and
therefore has a topological interpretation.
Our motivation comes from a search for novel topological invariants in the spirit of eta
and torsion. The simple principle at the heart of this paper is that by Stokes’ theorem, in-
tegrals of closed one-forms (on spaces of operators or metrics) involving Tr e´tL over curves
parametrized by the heat parameter t P p0,8q are invariant under perturbations of the ellip-
tic operator L, up to locally computable “boundary terms.” We use this principle to present
proofs of the theorems of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer and Ray-Singer computing the dependence of
eta and torsion, respectively, on the geometric data used to define them. We then generalize
this principle to study a new invariant that we call multi-torsion, which we define in the set-
ting of manifolds with a local product structure as a regularized integral of a closed two-form
involving Tr e´pt1L1`t2L2q (for subelliptic operators L1 and L2). We study the dependence of
multi-torsion on the local product metric used to define it and prove a metric independence
theorem under appropriate assumptions.
In this introduction, we will briefly review the eta invariant and analytic torsion and
introduce our approach to each of them via differential forms. We will then introduce multi-
torsion and summarize our results on multi-torsion.
The eta invariant. In the series of papers [2, 3, 4], Atiyah-Patodi-Singer introduced the eta
invariant as a measure of “spectral asymmetry” and proved an index theorem for manifolds
with boundary. For an elliptic operator B1 on a compact manifold, the associated eta
invariant ηpB1q is defined as a regularization of the possibly divergent integralż 8
0
t´1{2 TrB1e´tB
2
1 dt.
We introduce the following one-form on the space of elliptic operators:
ωη :“ TrpδBqe´B2 ,
where δ denotes the exterior derivative on differential forms on the space of elliptic operators.
We show that ωη is closed by a short computation. We observe that ηpB1q may be viewed as
a regularized integral of ωη along the curve in the space of elliptic operators parametrized by
t P p0,8q ÞÑ Bptq :“ ?tB1, and we use this observation and a Stokes’ theorem argument to
present a proof of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer’s computation of the variation of the eta invariant
associated to a one-parameter family of elliptic operators.
Analytic torsion. To introduce our approach to the analytic torsion of a Z-graded elliptic
complex, let us review the special case of Ray-Singer’s de Rham analytic torsion [20]. Let
M be a compact n-manifold with a Riemannian metric g “ gTM . Let Λ‚F :“ F b Λ‚T ˚M
denote the bundle of F -valued forms, where F Ñ M is a flat vector bundle. Ray-Singer
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defined the associated analytic torsion T by
(1.1) log T pM,Λ‚F, gq :“ ´1
2
nÿ
q“0
p´1qqq log det ∆gq ,
where ∆gq denotes the Hodge Laplacian on Λ
qF associated to g. Ray-Singer proved that T is
independent of g if F is acyclic and conjectured that T is equal to the Reidemeister torsion, a
classical combinatorial invariant. Their conjecture was proven independently by Cheeger [10]
and Mu¨ller [18] and later generalized by Mu¨ller [19] and Bismut-Zhang [9], among others.
Examination of the definition of the zeta-regularized determinant det ∆gq (see (2.7)) shows
that 2 log T may be viewed as a regularization of the following divergent integral:
(1.2)
ż 8
0
nÿ
q“0
p´1qqqTr1 e´t∆gq dt
t
.
The parameter t has a simple geometric interpretation: t∆g is the Laplacian associated to
the rescaled metric gTMt :“ 1t gTM ; we view the map t P p0,8q ÞÑ gTMt as parametrizing a
curve Cg in the space of Riemannian metrics. The metrics g
TM and gTMt induce metrics h
and ht, respectively, on Λ
‚F ; they are related on ΛqF by hqt “ tqhq. Thus we may view the
integrand in (1.2) as
řn
q“0p´1qq Tr1 e´t∆
g
q phqt q´1 dh
q
t
dt
dt, which is the pullback to the curve Cg
of the following closed one-form ωT on the space of metrics:
ωT :“
nÿ
q“0
p´1qq Tr1 e´t∆gq phqq´1pδhqq.(1.3)
Here, δ denotes the exterior derivative on differential forms on the space of metrics on Λ‚F .
In §4, we explain how the above considerations easily generalize to the setting of a Z-
graded elliptic complex pE, dq on M . For a metric h on E, we define the analytic torsion
T phq “ T pM,E, hq by a formula analogous to (1.1). Using a formula analogous to (1.3),
we define the corresponding one-form ωT , which generalizes Bismut-Zhang’s one-form α
involving the Witten deformation [9]. We prove that ωT is closed on the space of metrics on
E. We then use a Stokes’ theorem argument to prove the following theorem. (For precise
statements, see Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5; the notation is explained in §2.2 and §4.1.)
Theorem. For a one-parameter family of metrics hpuq, the derivative of log T phpuqq is the
following constant term in a tÑ 0` asymptotic expansion:
d
du
log T phpuqq “
„
Tr1p´1qQh´1dh
du
e´t∆
hpuq

t0
.
As a consequence, if E is acyclic and the dimension of M is odd, then T phq is independent
of the metric h.
This generalizes a result of Ray-Singer [20, 21] and is a special case of a result for Z2-
graded elliptic complexes due to Mathai-Wu [14, 15]. Our proof is essentially the same; our
contribution is the interpretation in terms of the closed form ωT , which relies crucially on
the Z-grading and does not make sense in the Z2-graded context.
Since differential forms play an important role for us, we mention briefly the real analytic
torsion forms of Bismut-Lott [8], one of the many generalizations of analytic torsion in the
literature. (See also the holomorphic torsion forms of Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ [5, 6, 7].) Consider
a smooth fiber bundle Z Ñ M piÑ B, equipped with a horizontal distribution and vertical
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Riemannian metric, and a flat vector bundle F Ñ M . For nonnegative even integers j,
Bismut-Lott construct higher analytic torsion forms Tj that are differential forms of degree
j on B; T0 is the function assigning to b P B half the de Rham analytic torsion of Zb :“ pi´1pbq
associated to the flat bundle F |Zb Ñ Zb. They prove that if dimZ is odd and F |Z is acyclic,
then Tj is closed on B and its cohomology class in HjpB,Rq is a smooth invariant of the
pair pM,F q; in particular, T0 is locally constant on B, which recovers Ray-Singer’s metric
independence theorem. To our knowledge, there is not a direct connection between our
torsion form ωT and the forms Tj. We remark that the one-form ωT is what we integrate to
produce analytic torsion (see §4.2), whereas the degree-zero part of the Bismut-Lott higher
torsion forms is the analytic torsion itself.
Multi-torsion. In §5, we introduce a novel “higher” analytic torsion that we call multi-
torsion, which is a real number associated to certain manifolds possessing a local product
structure. We define multi-torsion as a regularized integral over a surface in the space of
local product metrics of a closed two-form ωMT generalizing ωT .
Before we summarize our results on multi-torsion, we will first describe the geometric
setting in which we define it. Suppose that M1 and M2 are compact manifolds and that F1 Ñ
M1 and F2 ÑM2 are orthogonal or unitary flat vector bundles. We must assume that F1 and
F2 are both acyclic. Let F “ pi1˚F1bpi2˚F2 ÑM1ˆM2 be the flat product vector bundle, where
for j “ 1, 2, pij : M1ˆM2 ÑMj is the projection. Let Γ Ă DiffpM1qˆDiffpM2q Ă DiffpM1ˆ
M2q be a group of diffeomorphisms that lift to vector bundle isomorphisms preserving the
flat structures on F1 and F2. (See §5.2 for the details.) For j “ 1, 2, let Γj denote the
projection of Γ onto DiffpMjq. We assume that Γ is finite, although we expect that this
assumption could be weakened.
There is a quotient flat bundle FΓ Ñ MΓ over the quotient MΓ :“ ΓzpM1 ˆM2q, which
inherits a local product structure, giving a bigrading of FΓ-valued forms into “pq1, q2q-forms”
(for 0 ď qj ď nj) and a decomposition of d: d “ d1 ` d2, where d1 maps pq1, q2q-forms to
pq1 ` 1, q2q-forms and d2 is similar. If in addition we endow M1 ˆM2 with a Γ-invariant
product Riemannian metric h1 ˆ h2, then we obtain a decomposition of the Laplacian on
FΓ-valued forms: ∆ “ ∆1 ` ∆2, where for j “ 1, 2, ∆j :“ djdj˚ ` dj˚ dj. For t1, t2 ą 0, let
∆pt1, t2q :“ t1∆1` t2∆2; write ∆q1,q2pt1, t2q for its restriction to pq1, q2q-forms. We define the
multi-torsion MT “MT pMΓ, FΓ, h1, h2q as a regularization of the divergent integral
(1.4)
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ÿ
q1,q2
p´1qq1`q2q1q2 Tr e´∆q1,q2 pt1,t2q dt1
t1
dt2
t2
.
To regularize integrals such as (1.4), we develop a theory of what we call multi-zeta functions,
functions of two complex variables resembling the zeta functions of Shintani [25]. This
requires that we prove that the two-parameter heat kernel e´∆pt1,t2q has certain “multi-
asymptotic” properties in the limits t1 Ñ 0` and t1 Ñ 8 (for fixed t2), and vice versa.
See Definition 5.11 for the precise definition of MT , from which it is apparent that in the
case when Γ is the trivial group, we have the product formula
MT pM1 ˆM2, pi˚1F1 b pi˚2F2, h1, h2q “ log T pM1,Λ‚F1, h1q log T pM2,Λ‚F2, h2q.
In that case, our multi-torsion two-form ωMT is essentially the wedge product of the torsion
one-forms corresponding to the factors M1 and M2. This motivates the general case, but in
general, neither MT nor ωMT decompose as a product.
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Our first result on the dependence of MT on the local product metric is the following
generalization of the vanishing of the de Rham torsion in even dimensions [20]. Our proof
uses the Hodge star operator.
Theorem (Proposition 5.14). Suppose that for at least one of either j “ 1 or j “ 2, nj is
even and Γj acts on Mj by orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms. Then MT ph1, h2q “ 0
for any metrics h1 and h2.
Our main result on multi-torsion is the following metric independence theorem, which we
prove using a generalization of the Stokes’ theorem argument for torsion.
Theorem (Theorem 5.15). Suppose that for either j “ 1 or j “ 2, dimMj is odd and
for every γj P Γj, γj is either orientation-preserving or has nondegenerate fixed points as a
diffeomorphism of Mj. Then MT pMΓ, FΓ, h1, h2q is independent of the metric hj.
Outline. This paper is organized as follows.
In §2.1 and §2.2, we establish notational conventions and collect some prerequisite results
on differential forms with values in algebras of operators and on elliptic operators, heat
kernels, and zeta functions. In §2.3, we give a proof of the well-known homotopy invariance
of the index of an elliptic operator, which illustrates the utility of our differential forms
formalism in a simple case in which zeta-regularization is not necessary.
In §3, we study the eta invariant. In §3.1, we review the definition of the eta invariant;
in §3.2, we introduce the eta form ωη and prove that it is closed; and in §3.3, we prove the
variation formula for eta.
We organize our treatment of analytic torsion in §4 similarly. In §4.1, we present the
relevant definitions; in §4.2 and §4.3, we introduce the torsion form ωT and prove that it is
closed; and in §4.4, we prove the metric variation formula for torsion.
In §5, we introduce multi-torsion and study its properties. In §5.1, §5.2, and §5.3, we
present the relevant definitions; in §5.4 and §5.5, we prove some “multi-asymptotic” prop-
erties of two-parameter heat kernels; in §5.6 and §5.7, we introduce the multi-torsion form
ωMT and prove that it is closed; and in §5.8, we prove the metric independence theorem for
multi-torsion.
Acknowledgements. This paper is based on the author’s Ph.D. thesis at Duke University.
The author would like to thank his advisor, Mark Stern, for his many ideas and for his
generous support and encouragement.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Operator-valued differential forms. Let U be a smooth manifold. To avoid techni-
calities that arise in infinite dimensions, we will assume that U is finite-dimensional, which is
sufficient to obtain our results. But in applications, we will think of U as a space parametriz-
ing a family of metrics or a family of differential operators, and so it will be useful to view
U as a submanifold of an infinite-dimensional manifold (such as the space of all metrics on
some vector bundle).
For an associative R- or C-algebra A, let ΩkpU , Aq denote the space of smooth A-valued
exterior differential forms of degree k on U ; let ΩpU , Aq :“ ÀdimUk“0 ΩkpU , Aq denote the
space of smooth A-valued exterior differential forms (of all degrees) on U . For u P U and
X1, . . . Xk tangent vectors to U at u, we will write ωpu;X1, . . . , Xkq P A for the evaluation
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of ω P ΩkpU , Aq at u against the k-tuple pX1, . . . , Xkq; by definition, for each fixed u,
ωpu; ¨, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ¨q is multilinear and alternating.
The product structure on the algebra A gives a wedge product structure generalizing
the usual wedge product of differential forms. For simplicity of notation, we will omit the
traditional symbol “^”; i.e., for κ P ΩkpM, Aq and λ P ΩlpM, Aq, their wedge product will
be denoted simply by κλ P Ωk`lpM, Aq. Note that since A need not be a commutative
algebra, the wedge product of A-valued forms need not be graded commutative. A certain
graded commutativity property does hold, however, when we introduce traces; see Lemma
2.3 below.
We will denote the exterior derivative by δU , or simply by δ if there is no possibility of
confusion. If κ P ΩkpU , Aq, then δUκ P Ωk`1pU , Aq; δU satisfies δU ˝ δU “ 0 and the Leibniz
rule: if κ P ΩkpU , Aq and λ P ΩlpU , Aq, then δUpκλq “ pδUκqλ ` p´1qkκpδUλq. If δUω “ 0,
then we will say ω is closed.
We may integrate A-valued forms over compact submanifolds of U to obtain elements of
A. We recall Stokes’ theorem: if ω is an A-valued form on U and U is a compact submanifold
of U with with smooth boundary BU , thenż
U
δUω “
ż
BU
ω P A.
Now let M be a compact manifold, and let E Ñ M be a real or complex vector bundle.
By a metric on E, we shall mean a smoothly varying inner product on the fibers of E; this
inner product is euclidean (if E is a real vector bundle) or hermitian (if E is a complex
vector bundle). For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that E is a real vector bundle
for now, but the results hold in the complex case with minor modifications.
Let MpEq, or simply M if there is no possibility of confusion, denote the set of all metrics
on E. M is canonically viewed as an open subset of the Fre´chet space C8pM, Sym2E˚q,
giving M the structure of a Fre´chet manifold.
Let us choose a density vol0 on the base manifold M . Then each choice of metric h PM
induces an L2-inner product on smooth sections of E, x¨, ¨yh, defined by
(2.1) x¨, ¨yh :“
ż
M
hp¨, ¨qx vol0pxq,
where hp¨, ¨qx denotes the inner product on the fiber Ex. The L2 spaces L2hpM,Eq, and more
generally the L2-Sobolev spaces HshpM,Eq for s P R, are defined in the usual way. The
inner products on these Hilbert spaces depend on the metric h, but any two metrics induce
equivalent norms since M is compact, so that it makes sense to refer to the topological vector
spaces L2pM,Eq and HspM,Eq, which are independent of the metric.
Remark 2.1. There is a redundancy that means a change to the density can always be
rephrased as a change to the metric for the purposes of the L2 inner product. More precisely:
in (2.1), replacing vol0 by a different density ϕ vol0, where ϕ : M Ñ R is a smooth positive
function, induces the same L2 inner product as replacing the metric h by ϕh and keeping
vol0 the same. For this reason, we will sometimes decide to fix a density vol0, which we will
do for the rest of this section.
Let B denote the unital associative algebra of bounded linear endomorphisms of L2pM,Eq.
(The notion of bounded is independent of the metric in M since any two metrics induce
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equivalent norms.) Let Ψ denote the unital associative algebra of pseudodifferential oper-
ators C8pM,Eq Ñ C8pM,Eq, and for s P R, let Ψs denote the subset of Ψ consisting of
pseudodifferential operators of order (less than or equal to) s. Note that if s ă t, then
Ψs Ă Ψt. If s ď 0, then Ψs forms an algebra since it is closed under composition (in general,
Ψs ¨Ψt Ă Ψs`t). Thus if s ď 0, then ΩpU ,Ψsq is closed under the wedge product. Note that
neither B nor Ψ is contained in the other, but if s ď 0, then Ψs Ă B. Thus for s ď 0, we
may view ΩkpU ,Ψsq as a subset of ΩkpU ,Bq.
To define the notion of (formal) adjoint, let h PM be a metric and let φ be an operator
either in B or in Ψ. The h-adjoint of φ, denoted φ˚h , is the operator either in B or in Ψ,
respectively, characterized by, for smooth sections a, b of E,
xφa, byh “ xa, φ˚hbyh.
If φ P B, since smooth sections are dense in L2 sections, this defines φ˚h uniquely as an
element of B, i.e., as a bounded linear operator on L2pM,Eq. We will say that an operator
φ is symmetric with respect to h if φ˚h “ φ (on smooth sections).
Now suppose that U is a finite-dimensional smooth manifold and we have fixed a map
U ÑM; U may be a submanifold of M, in which case we take this map to be the inclusion
U ãÑM. This allows us to define the adjoint of a differential form. If ω P ΩkpU , Aq, where
A “ B or A “ Ψ, then the adjoint of ω, denoted ω˚ P ΩkpU , Aq, is defined by the following,
for all u P U and for all X1, . . . , Xk that are tangent vectors to U at u:
pω˚qpu;X1, . . . , Xkq :“ pωpu;X1, . . . , Xkqq˚u ,
where the latter adjoint is defined with respect to the metric associated to u P U via the
map U ÑM. We will say that ω is symmetric when ω˚ “ ω.
We will use the notion of a trace-class operator φ P B; for a definition, see, for example,
the book of Reed-Simon [22]. The usual definition of the trace depends a priori on a choice
of an L2 inner product—and therefore, in our context, on a choice of a metric in M—but
by Lidskii’s theorem, the trace is independent of this choice. Thus it makes sense to denote
the trace of a trace-class operator φ P B by Trφ, with no reference to a choice of metric. If
φ is a finite-rank operator, then we will denote its trace by trφ (lowercase “t”) to emphasize
that φ is finite-rank.
Remark 2.2. We will find the following well-known fact useful. Let n be the dimension of
the base manifold M . Then if s ă ´n and if φ P Ψs Ă B, then φ is trace-class.
We will say that ω P ΩkpU ,Bq is trace-class when for every u P U and X1, . . . , Xk tangent
to U at u, ωpu;X1, . . . , Xkq P B is trace-class. If ω is trace-class, Trω P ΩkpU ,Cq will denote
the C-valued k-form on U defined by
pTrωqpu;X1, . . . , Xkq :“ Tr pωpu;X1, . . . , Xkqq ,
and Trω P ΩkpM,Cq will denote the complex conjugate of Trω, defined by
pTrωqpu;X1, . . . , Xkq :“ Tr pωpu;X1, . . . , Xkqq.
We have the following results concerning the interactions between products, adjoints, and
traces:
Lemma 2.3. Let κ P ΩkpU , Aq and λ P ΩlpU , Aq, where A “ B or A “ Ψ. Fix a map
U ÑM that will define the adjoint operation. Then we have
(1) pκλq˚ “ p´1qklλ˚κ˚.
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(2) κ is trace-class if and only if κ˚ is trace-class; in that case, their traces are complex
conjugates of each other: Trκ “ Trκ˚.
(3) If κλ is trace-class, then Trκλ “ Tr pκλq˚ “ p´1qkl Trλ˚κ˚.
(4) If κλ and λκ are both trace-class, then Trκλ “ p´1qkl Trλκ.
Proof. The properties follow from the corresponding properties for operators and the alter-
nating property of differential forms. 
Corollary 2.4. Let κ1, . . . , κr P Ω1pU , Aq be one-forms with values in A, where A “ B or
A “ Ψ. Fix a map U Ñ M that will define the adjoint operation. Let r “ p´1q 12 rpr´1q.
Then
pκ1 ¨ ¨ ¨κrq˚ “ r κ˚r ¨ ¨ ¨κ˚1 ,
and if κ1 ¨ ¨ ¨κr is trace-class, then
Trκ1 ¨ ¨ ¨κr “ Tr pκ1 ¨ ¨ ¨κrq˚
“ rTrκ˚r ¨ ¨ ¨κ˚1 .
Proof. The assertions follow from Lemma 2.3 by induction on r. Note that r is the sign
of the following order-reversing permutation on r letters: p1, 2, . . . , rq ÞÑ pr, . . . , 2, 1q, which
can be written as a product of 1` 2` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pr ´ 1q “ 1
2
rpr ´ 1q transpositions. 
Finally, the trace commutes with the exterior derivative:
Lemma 2.5. If κ P ΩkpU ,Bq is trace-class, then δUκ is also trace-class, and δUpTrκq “
TrpδUκq.
2.2. Heat kernels and zeta functions. We will now review some well-known results
and establish some notational conventions regarding elliptic operators and their associated
heat kernels and zeta functions. The results on zeta functions are due to, among others,
Minakshisundaram-Pleijel [17] and Seeley [23]; for a more detailed overview of these and
many related ideas, see, for example, the book of Gilkey [11].
Definition 2.6. We will say that a smooth C-valued function hptq, t ą 0, is admissible when
it satisfies both of the following conditions:
(A1) There exist real powers p0 ă p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 8 and complex coefficients ap0 , ap1 , ap2 , . . .
such that for every real number K, there exists JK such that
(2.2) hptq “
JKÿ
j“0
apj t
pj ` rKptq,
where the remainder rKptq is OptKq as t Ñ 0`. In this case, we will write hptq „ř
jě0 apj t
pj and refer to this as the asymptotic expansion of hptq as tÑ 0`. For each
q such that tq does not appear in this asymptotic expansion, our convention is to set
aq “ 0. We will use the notation rhptqstq :“ aq.
(A2) There exists  ą 0 such that hptq is Ope´tq as tÑ 8.
The Mellin transform of an admissible function hptq gives its associated zeta function ζpsq,
defined by the following, for s P C with Re s sufficiently large:
(2.3) ζpsq :“ 1
Γpsq
ż 8
0
ts hptq dt
t
,
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where Γpsq is the gamma function. Using conditions (A1) and (A2), one can compute the
integral in (2.3) explicitly up to a holomorphic remainder to obtain:
Lemma 2.7. Suppose hptq is admissible. Let Ipsq “ ş8
0
ts hptq dt
t
, so that ζpsq “ 1
ΓpsqIpsq.
Then the integral defining Ipsq in (2.3) converges for Re s ą ´p0 and defines a holomorphic
function there. Furthermore, Ipsq admits a unique meromorphic extension to all of C whose
only poles are simple poles at (for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ) s “ ´pj, at which the residue is rhptqstpj .
Using that 1
Γpsq is an entire function with
1
Γpsq “ s ` Ops2q as s Ñ 0, one immediately
obtains:
Corollary 2.8. Suppose hptq is admissible. Then the associated zeta function ζpsq admits a
unique meromorphic extension to all of C. Furthermore, the extension, which we also denote
by ζpsq, is holomorphic at the origin, where its value is ζp0q “ rhptqst0. The extension has
at worst a simple pole at s “ 1
2
, at which the residue is 1
Γp 1
2
qrhptqst´1{2.
Now let M be a compact smooth manifold of dimension n. Fix a density vol0 on M .
Let E Ñ M be a vector bundle. Let L be an elliptic differential operator on sections of
E of order m P N; we will assume L is nonnegative and symmetric with respect to an L2
inner product on sections of E induced by some metric h on E. The heat operator e´tL is
trace-class as an operator L2pM,Eq Ñ L2pM,Eq; furthermore, away from the kernel of L,
its trace, including with an auxiliary operator, is admissible:
Theorem 2.9. Let L satisfy the assumptions above. Let Q be a differential operator of order
q ě 0 on sections of E. Then TrQe´tL has an asymptotic expansion in the sense of (A1)
taking the form
(2.4) TrQe´tL „
ÿ
jě0, q´j even
rTrQe´tLs
t
´n´q`j
m
t
´n´q`j
m ,
where the coefficients rTrQe´tLsta are the integrals of data that are locally computable in
terms of the symbols of Q and L.
To obtain the decay as t Ñ 8, as in (A2), one must project away from the kernel of L.
Let ΠkerL : L
2pM,Eq Ñ kerL Ă L2pM,Eq denote the orthogonal projection onto kerL. For
a trace-class operator A, let
Tr1A :“ TrA pI ´ ΠkerLq .
Then we have immediately:
Theorem 2.10. Under the assumptions above, Tr1Qe´tL is an admissible function of t ą 0,
i.e., it satisfies conditions (A1) and (A2). Furthermore, the asymptotic expansion of (A1)
takes the form
(2.5) Tr1Qe´tL „ ´ trQΠkerL `
ÿ
jě0, q´j even
rTrQe´tLs
t
´n´q`j
m
t
´n´q`j
m ;
i.e., the coefficients are the same as in (2.4), except that the coefficient on t0 differs from
that of (2.4) by p´ trQΠkerLq.
This allows one to define the zeta function associated to the elliptic operator L and aux-
iliary operator Q as in (2.3) with hptq “ Tr1Qe´tL, i.e.,
(2.6) ζps;L,Qq :“ 1
Γpsq
ż 8
0
ts Tr1Qe´tL
dt
t
.
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In the case when Q is the identity, set ζps;Lq :“ ζps;L, Iq. Following Ray-Singer [20], one
defines the zeta-regularized determinant detL by
detL :“ exp
ˆ
´ d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ζps;Lq
˙
,(2.7)
which may be interpreted as a regularized product of the nonzero eigenvalues of L.
Corollary 2.8 implies immediately the following information about the behavior of ζps;L,Qq
near s “ 0 and s “ 1
2
, which we will need for studying analytic torsion and the eta invariant,
respectively:
Theorem 2.11. The integral defining ζps;L,Qq in (2.6) converges for Re s ą n`q
m
and
defines a holomorphic function there. Furthermore, ζps;L,Qq admits a unique meromorphic
extension to all of C. The extension, which we also denote by ζps;L,Qq, is holomorphic at
the origin, where its value is
(2.8) ζp0;L,Qq “ rTrQe´tLst0 ´ trQΠkerL.
The extension has at worst a simple pole at s “ 1
2
, at which the residue is 1
Γp 1
2
qrTrQe´tLst´1{2.
We record also the following useful consequence of (2.8):
Corollary 2.12. If the dimension n is odd and kerL is trivial, then for any Q, ζp0;L,Qq “
0.
Proof. If the dimension n is odd, then there is no t0 term in the asymptotic expansion of
TrQe´tL in (2.4), i.e., rTrQe´tLst0 “ 0. Furthermore, if also kerL is trivial, then of course
trQΠkerL “ 0. Thus (2.8) gives that ζp0;L,Qq “ 0. 
The Cauchy integral formula gives a useful relationship between the heat kernel and the
resolvent, as we will now explain. For z P C not in the spectrum of L, let Rz :“ pz ´ Lq´1
denote the resolvent, which is a pseudodifferential operator of order ´m, i.e., Rz P Ψ´m. Let
N be an integer greater than n
m
, which ensures RNz P Ψ´Nm is trace-class by Remark 2.2.
Let C be a contour in the complex plane surrounding the interval r0,8q Ă R Ă C. Then we
have, for any auxiliary differential operator P ,
(2.9) e´tL “ 1
2pii
1
pN ´ 1q!
ż
C
e´tz PRNz dz,
and therefore also
(2.10) TrPe´tL “ 1
2pii
1
pN ´ 1q!
ż
C
e´tz TrPRNz dz.
2.3. Index of an elliptic operator. As an amusing illustratation of the utility of our
differential forms formalism, we will prove the homotopy invariance of the index of an elliptic
operator using that formalism.
Suppose the vector bundle E Ñ M is Z2-graded in the sense that E “ E0 ‘ E1. Let
p´1qQ be the grading operator that, for q “ 0, 1, acts on sections of Eq by multiplication
by p´1qq. Suppose D is an elliptic operator acting on sections of E that is symmetric
with respect to some metric h on E. Assume that D anticommutes with p´1qQ, i.e., D
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maps sections of E0 to sections of E1 and vice versa. By elliptic regularity, D has a finite-
dimensional kernel consisting of smooth sections. Let ΠkerD denote the orthogonal projection
ΠkerD : L
2pEq Ñ kerD Ă L2pEq. The index of D|E0 may be defined by
indexpD|E0q :“ dim kerD|E0 ´ dim kerD|E1
and may also be written as
indexpD|E0q “ trp´1qQΠkerD.
It is well-known that the index is a homotopy invariant. To explain this, suppose that for
some parameter space U , u P U ÞÑ D “ Dpuq is a smooth family of elliptic operators acting
on sections of E that anticommutes with p´1qQ, where Dpuq is symmetric with respect to
some metric hpuq.
Theorem 2.13. Under the assumptions above, indexpDpuqq|E0 is locally constant in u.
We will present a proof of this theorem using our differential forms formalism. Consider
the zero-form (i.e., function) on U defined by
ωI :“ Trp´1qQe´D2 P Ω0pU ,Rq.
Then we have:
Lemma 2.14. ωI is closed, i.e., Trp´1qQe´Dpuq2 is locally constant in u.
Proof. Let Rz “ pD2 ´ zq´1 be the resolvent. Choose N sufficiently large so that RNz is
trace-class. We may compute that
δU
`
Trp´1qQRNz
˘ “ Nÿ
k“1
Trp´1qQRkzδUpD2qRN´k`1z
“
Nÿ
k“1
Trp´1qQRkz rδUpDqD `DδUpDqsRN´k`1z .
This vanishes for the following reason:
Trp´1qQRkzδUpDqDRN´k`1z “ Trp´1qQRkzδUpDqRN´k`1z D
“ TrDp´1qQRkzδUpDqRN´k`1z
“ ´Trp´1qQDRkzδUpDqRN´k`1z
“ ´Trp´1qQRkzDδUpDqRN´k`1z ,
where we have used the cyclicity of the trace, and that D commutes with Rz and anticom-
mutes with p´1qQ. This shows that for k “ 1, . . . , N ,
Trp´1qQRkz rδUpDqD `DδUpDqsRN´k`1z “ 0.
Thus δU
`
Trp´1qQRNz
˘ “ 0. Since δU commutes with the integral in the Cauchy integral
formula of (2.10), we obtain that δU
´
Trp´1qQe´D2
¯
“ 0, i.e., ωI is closed. 
Now let D1 be a fixed elliptic operator satisfying the conditions above. For t ą 0, let
Dptq “ ?tD1, so Dptq2 “ tD21. Then by Lemma 2.14, Trp´1qQe´Dptq2 “ Trp´1qQe´tD21 is
constant in t. As t Ñ 8, Trp´1qQe´tD21 Ñ Trp´1qQΠkerD1 “ indexpD1|E0q. Since Lemma
2.14 also gives that Trp´1qQe´tD21 is constant under smooth perturbations of D1, this proves
the (smooth) homotopy invariance of the index.
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Remark 2.15. This also recovers as a special case the McKean-Singer formula, which allows
one to compute the index using the tÑ 0` asymptotics of the heat kernel. Since on the one
hand,
indexpD1|E0q “ lim
tÑ8Trp´1q
Qe´tD
2
1 ,
and on the other hand, Trp´1qQe´tD21 is constant in t, we obtain the McKean-Singer formula
[16]:
indexpD1|E0q “ lim
tÑ0`
Trp´1qQe´tD21 .
3. The eta invariant
3.1. Definition of eta. Let M be a compact manifold of dimension n. Let E Ñ M be a
vector bundle of rank k. Let B be an elliptic differential operator of order r ą 0 that is
symmetric with respect to some metric on E. We need not assume that B is nonnegative
(and in typical examples, B has both positive and negative eigenvalues). Since B is elliptic,
its square B2 is elliptic, and since B is symmetric, B2 is symmetric and nonnegative. Thus
we may consider, for an auxiliary operator P , the eta function defined by
ηps;B,P q :“ ζ
ˆ
s` 1
2
;B2, PB
˙
.(3.1)
Recalling the definition (2.6) of the zeta function, we have for Re s large that
ηps;B,P q “ 1
Γ
`
s`1
2
˘ ż 8
0
t
s`1
2 TrPBe´tB
2 dt
t
.(3.2)
In the special case when P is the identity, we set
ηps;Bq :“ ηps;B, Iq.
From Theorem 2.11, we see that ηps;Bq has a simple pole at s “ 0 whose residue is the
asymptotic expansion coefficient 2
Γp 12qrTrBe
´tB2st´1{2 . But in fact, by a theorem of Atiyah-
Patodi-Singer [4], that coefficient vanishes. Thus ηps;Bq is holomorphic at s “ 0, ensuring
that the following definition of the eta invariant ηpBq, due to Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [4], makes
sense:
ηpBq :“ ηp0;Bq.(3.3)
3.2. A closed form for eta. For some smooth parameter space U , let u P U ÞÑ B “ Bpuq
be a smooth family of elliptic operators of order r. Assume that for every u P U , there exists
some metric hpuq on E with respect to which Bpuq is symmetric. We will use δ to denote
the exterior derivative on U .
Consider the following C-valued one-form on U :
ωη :“ TrpδBqe´B2 .(3.4)
To explain the significance of ωη to the eta invariant, let B1 be a fixed symmetric elliptic
operator. Let CB1 be the curve in the space of elliptic operators parametrized by t P p0,8q ÞÑ
Bptq :“ ?tB1. Pulled back to CB1 , we have
δB “ 1
2
t´1{2B1 dt and ωη “ 1
2
t´1{2 TrB1e´tB
2
1 dt.
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Thus for Re s large,
ηps;B1q “ 2
Γ
`
s`1
2
˘ ż
CB1
t
s
2ωη,(3.5)
giving us the interpretation:
The eta invariant ηpB1q may be interpreted as 2Γp1{2q times the regularized
integral of ωη over the curve CB1 in the space of elliptic operators.
We have the fundamental result:
Lemma 3.1. ωη is closed on U .
Proof. We will work with the resolvent Rz :“ pz ´B2q´1 rather than directly with the heat
operator e´B2 . Fix an integer N so that 2rN ´ r ą n, which ensures that pδBqRNz is trace-
class, so that we may define the one-form ω˜η (whose dependence on z P C we suppress)
by
ω˜η :“ Tr pδBqRNz .
By the Cauchy integral formula, ωη and ω˜η are related by the identity
ωη “ 1
2pii
1
pN ´ 1q!
ż
C
e´z ω˜η dz,
where C is an appropriate contour in the complex plane. Thus to prove ωη is closed, it
suffices to prove ω˜η is closed, which we will now do by a short computation. We have
δω˜η “ ´
Nÿ
j“1
Tr pδBqRjzrδpB2qsRN´j`1z
“ ´
Nÿ
j“1
Tr pδBqRjzrBpδBq ` pδBqBsRN´j`1z .(3.6)
We may compute that
Tr pδBqRjzBpδBqRN´j`1z
“ Tr pδBqBRjzpδBqRN´j`1z
“ ´Tr pδBqRN´j`1z pδBqBRjz,
where we have used that B commutes with Rz and the signed cyclicity of the trace (Lemma
2.3). This shows that the sum in (3.6) vanishes, completing the proof. 
3.3. Variation formula for eta. We now present a proof of the following theorem of
Atiyah-Patodi-Singer showing that the variation of the eta invariant is local. A consequence
of this locality, as Atiyah-Patodi-Singer observed, is the homotopy invariance of the reduced
eta invariant, defined as a difference of eta invariants associated to flat coefficient bundles of
the same rank [4].
Our proof is essentially the same as Atiyah-Patodi-Singer’s original proof, but our con-
tribution is the observation that the variation of the eta invariant arises as essentially a
boundary term when one applies Stokes’ theorem to the closed form ωη.
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Theorem 3.2 (Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [2], [4]). For a smooth one-parameter family of elliptic
operators Bpuq, the derivative of the eta invariant is
d
du
ηpBpuqq “ 2
Γ
`
1
2
˘ „Tr dB
du
e´tBpuq
2

t´1{2
.(3.7)
Proof. Suppose Bpuq is a smooth family of elliptic operators for u P r0, 1s. We will prove
ηpBp1qq ´ ηpBp0qq “ 2
Γ
`
1
2
˘ ż 1
0
„
Tr
dB
du
e´tBpuq
2

t´1{2
du,(3.8)
which suffices to prove (3.7).
For A ą  ą 0, let Σ “ ΣA, denote the surface in the space of elliptic operators
parametrized by pu, tq ÞÑ t1{2Bpuq, for u P r0, 1s and t P r, As . The boundary of Σ consists
of four curves, described by u “ 0, u “ 1, t “ , and t “ A. Pulled back to Σ, we have that
δB “ 1
2
t´1{2Bpuq dt` t1{2 dB
du
du and thus
ωη “ 1
2
t´1{2 TrBpuqe´tBpuq2 dt` t1{2 Tr dB
du
e´tBpuq
2
du.(3.9)
Since ωη is closed, δ
`
t
s
2ωη
˘
pulled back to Σ is
δ
`
t
s
2ωη
˘ “ s
2
t
s
2
´1 dt ω
“ s
2
t
s`1
2 Tr
dB
du
e´tBpuq
2 dt
t
du.
We apply Stokes’ theorem to obtain, assuming Re s is sufficiently large, thatĳ
Σ
δ
`
t
s
2ωη
˘ “ ż
BΣ
t
s
2ωη.
The integral over Σ isĳ
Σ
δ
`
t
s
2ωη
˘ “ s
2
ż 1
0
ż A

t
s`1
2 Tr
dB
du
e´tBpuq
2 dt
t
du.
The integral over BΣ consists of four terms:ż
BΣ
t
s
2ωη “1
2
ż A

t
s`1
2 TrBp1q e´tBp1q2 dt
t
´ 1
2
ż A

t
s`1
2 TrBp0q e´tBp0q2 dt
t
`
ż 1
0

s`1
2 Tr
dB
du
e´Bpuq
2
du(3.10)
´
ż 1
0
A
s`1
2 Tr
dB
du
e´ABpuq
2
du.(3.11)
For Re s sufficiently large, in the limits Ñ 0 and AÑ 8, the terms (3.10) and (3.11) vanish
by the heat kernel estimates. Thus we obtain
s
ż 1
0
ż 8
0
t
s`1
2 Tr
dB
du
e´tBpuq
2 dt
t
du
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“
ż 8
0
t
s`1
2 TrBp1q e´tBp1q2 dt
t
´
ż 8
0
t
s`1
2 TrBp0q e´tBp0q2 dt
t
.
Dividing by Γ
`
s`1
2
˘
gives the following equality, which holds for all s by the uniqueness of
the analytic continuations:
s
ż 1
0
ζ
ˆ
s` 1
2
;Bpuq2, dB
du
˙
du “ ηps;Bp1qq ´ ηps;Bp0qq.
We now evaluate at s “ 0. The right-hand side gives the difference in eta invariants ηpBp1qq´
ηpBp0qq. The left-hand side gives, because of the factor of s, the residue at s “ 0 of the
function ż 1
0
ζ
ˆ
s` 1
2
;Bpuq2, dB
du
˙
du.(3.12)
The residue of the integrand at s “ 0 is precisely 2
Γp 12q
”
Tr dB
du
e´tBpuq2
ı
t´1{2
. This proves (3.8),
as desired.

4. Analytic torsion of an elliptic complex
4.1. Definition of torsion. We will study the analytic torsion in the context of a Z-graded
elliptic complex pE, dq, which we will now define.
Suppose M is a compact manifold and E “Àrq“0Eq is a Z-graded (of finite length) vector
bundle over M . Suppose d “Àrq“0 dq is a differential operator giving a chain complex
0 ÝÑ C8pM,E0q d0ÝÑ C8pM,E1q d1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ dr´1ÝÑ C8pM,Erq ÝÑ 0.
In this section, let M denote the space of metrics on E such that the subbundles Eq are
mutually orthogonal. Fix a density vol0 on M , which we may do without loss of generality
(see Remark 2.1). For each metric h PM, let d˚h be the formal adjoint of d with respect to
the L2 inner product associated to h. We will say the complex pE, dq is an elliptic complex
when for some choice (and hence for all choices) of metric h, d`d˚h is elliptic. The Laplacian
∆h associated to a metric h PM is
∆h :“pd` d˚hq2 “ dd˚h ` d˚hd.
(But note that we need not assume that ∆ is a “Laplace-type operator” in the sense of
Gilkey [11].) Let ∆hq “ dq´1d˚hq´1 ` d˚hq dq denote the restriction of ∆h to sections of Eq.
Let m be the order of ∆ as a differential operator, which is twice the order of d. ∆h is
elliptic and, with respect to x¨, ¨yh, symmetric and nonnegative. By elliptic regularity, ∆h
has a finite-dimensional kernel; by the Hodge theorem we may identify ker ∆hq with the
cohomology HqpE, dq :“ ker dq{ im dq´1. We will say the elliptic complex pE, dq is acyclic
when the cohomology is trivial, i.e, when HqpE, dq “ 0 for q “ 0, . . . , r, or equivalently, when
∆h has trivial kernel.
The following notation will be useful: Let Q act on sections of Eq as multiplication by q.
More generally, for f : Zě0 Ñ C, let fpQq act on sections of Eq as multiplication by fpqq.
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Definition 4.1. We define the analytic torsion T pM,E, hq associated to the elliptic complex
pE, dq and a metric h PM by
(4.1) log T pM,E, hq :“ 1
2
d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ζ
`
s; ∆h, p´1qQQ˘ .
Remark 4.2. Ray-Singer defined analytic torsion for two classes of elliptic complexes: the
de Rham complex with a flat coefficient bundle [20], and the Dolbeault complex with a
holomorphic coefficient bundle [21]. Analytic torsion has since been generalized in a number
of ways; we mention in particular the Z2-graded analytic torsion of Mathai-Wu [14, 15]. Since
a Z-grading may be “rolled up” into a Z2-grading, our setting is a special case of Mathai-
Wu’s, which is strictly more general since, for example, the twisted de Rham complex [14, 15]
and the twisted Dolbeault complex [15] are not Z-graded unless the degree of the closed flux
form H is one.
A feature of Definition 4.1 is that it does not require pseudodifferential operators and
residue traces, which are required in the Z2-graded setting to define determinants of the
partial Laplacians d˚d and dd˚. We also remark that our interpretation of analytic torsion
as an integral over a curve in the space of metrics (see §4.2) relies crucially on the Z-grading
and does not make sense in the Z2-graded context.
Remark 4.3. By the definition of the zeta function in (2.6), we have that
log T pM,E, hq :“1
2
d
ds
ˇˇˇˇAC
s“0
1
Γpsq
ż 8
0
ts´1 Tr1p´1qQQe´t∆ dt
“1
2
rÿ
q“0
p´1qqq d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ζps; ∆qq,(4.2)
where the superscript AC indicates that analytic continuation is necessary, since the integral
converges only for Re s large. Recalling the definition of the regularized determinant from
(2.7), we also see that (4.2) implies
(4.3) log T pM,E, hq “ ´1
2
rÿ
q“0
p´1qqq log det ∆q,
generalizing (1.1).
We are interested in the dependence of T phq on the metric h P M. The main result of
this section is the following generalization of Ray-Singer’s fundamental result for de Rham
torsion, Theorem 2.1 of [20]. This is a special case of Mathai-Wu’s result for Z2-graded
torsion, Theorem 4.1 of [15].
Theorem 4.4. Let hpuq be a smooth one-parameter family of metrics in M. Let T phpuqq “
T pM,E, hpuqq be the associated analytic torsion. Then the derivative of log T phpuqq is the
following constant term in an asymptotic expansion:
(4.4)
d
du
log T phpuqq “
„
Tr1p´1qQhpuq´1dh
du
e´t∆
hpuq

t0
.
In (4.4), h denotes the vector bundle isomorphism E Ñ E˚, where v P Ex ÞÑ hpv, ¨qx P Ex˚ ,
and h´1 denotes the inverse isomorphism E˚ Ñ E.
We will prove Theorem 4.4 in §4.4 using a Stokes’ theorem argument involving the closed
one-form ωT to be introduced in §4.2.
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We have the following important corollary:
Corollary 4.5. If the dimension n is odd and E is acyclic, then the analytic torsion T phq
is independent of the metric h PM.
Proof. From Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 2.12, T phq is locally constant on M. Since M is
path-connected (in fact, convex), T phq is constant on M. 
Remark 4.6. In the case when n is even and/or E is not acyclic, T phq may depend on the
metric h, but (4.4) can be used to show the metric invariance of the Ray-Singer metric on the
determinant line of the cohomology H‚pM,Eq (in the odd-dimensional case) or of a relative
analytic torsion (in the even-dimensional case). See [15] for the details.
4.2. A closed form for torsion. Recall that M denotes the space of metrics on E such that
the subbundles Eq are mutually orthogonal and that δM denotes the exterior derivative on
differential forms on M. We have fixed a density vol0 on M . We may view each metric h PM
as an isomorphism h : E Ñ E˚, so we will view h as a C8pM,HompE,E˚qq-valued 0-form
on M and h´1 as a C8pM,HompE˚, Eqq-valued 0-form on M. Let b denote the following
“logarithmic derivative” of the metric, a one-form on M with values in C8pEndEq Ă BpEq:
b :“ h´1δMh P Ω1pM,BpEqq.
Lemma 4.7. We have the identity δMd˚ “ rd˚, bs, which immediately implies δM∆ “
td, rd˚, bsu.
Proof. Let us fix an arbitrary “basepoint” metric h0 PM, the choice of which is irrelevant.
Write d˚0 and d˚h for the adjoints of d with respect to h0 and h, respectively. We may
compute that
xh´1h0d˚0h´10 hf, gyh “ xd˚0h´10 hf, gyh0
“ xh´10 hf, dgyh0
“ xf, dgyh,
which proves that d˚h “ h´1h0d˚0h´10 h. Differentiating gives that
δMd˚ “ δMph´1qh0d˚0h´10 h` h´1h0d˚0h´10 δMh
“ ´h´1pδMhqh´1h0d˚0h´10 h` h´1h0d˚0h´10 hh´1pδMhq
“ ´bd˚ ` d˚b
“ rd˚, bs,
as claimed. 
Now let ωT be the following C-valued one-form on M:
ωT :“ Tr1p´1qQe´∆b P Ω1pM,Cq.(4.5)
Note that for a curve in M parametrized by hpuq for u in some interval in R, ωT pulled back
to the curve is
ωT “ Tr1p´1qQe´∆hpuqhpuq´1dh
du
du.
We will now explain the significance of ωT to the analytic torsion. In what follows, we will
use the notation hp for the restriction of a metric h PM to the subbundle Ep.
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Remark 4.8. Suppose E “ Λ‚F is the bundle of F -valued forms, where F is an orthogonal
unitary or flat bundle. Suppose that h is a metric on E that is induced by a Riemannian
metric gTM and the canonical metric on F . For t ą 0, define a rescaled metric by gTMt :“
1
t
gTM , and let ht be the induced metric on E. Then a short computation shows that h
p
t “
tphp.
This special case motivates the following more general construction. As noted in Remark
4.2, the Z-grading will play a crucial role. For some fixed metric h PM and for t ą 0, let
ht “ tQh, which is the metric on E whose restriction to Eq is tqhq. This parametrizes a curve
Ch in M. Pulled back to Ch, we have that δMht “ QtQ´1h dt “ Qhdtt and therefore that
the one-form b “ h´1t δMht is b “ Qdtt , i.e., b “ q dtt on Eq. From Lemma 4.7, we see that d˚
and ∆ are given at time t simply by scaling by t: d˚ptq “ td˚h and ∆ptq “ t∆h. Finally, we
have that ωT pulled back to Ch is
ωT “ Tr1p´1qQQe´t∆h dt
t
,
which, modulo the regularizing factor ts, is precisely the integrand in the zeta function
defining the analytic torsion T . Thus we have proven
Lemma 4.9. For Re s ą n
m
,
ζps; ∆h, p´1qQQq “ 1
Γpsq
ż
Ch
tsωT ,
where here ωT denotes the one-form of (4.5) pulled back to Ch.
Recalling the definition of analytic torsion T phq from (4.1) and using that 1
Γpsq “ s`Ops2q
as sÑ 0 and Lemma 4.9, we have the heuristic
2 log T phq “
ˆż
Ch
tsωT
˙ˇˇˇˇAC
s“0
,
where the superscript AC indicates that we must analytically continue the function in paren-
theses, which is defined for Re s large, to the origin. (This heuristic is only literally true if
the aforementioned analytic continuation is holomorphic at the origin.) This is the sense in
which we mean the following:
The analytic torsion log T phq may be interpreted as the regularized integral
of 1
2
ωT over the curve Ch in the space of metrics M.
In §4.3 and §4.4, respectively, we will prove that ωT is closed on M and use Stokes’ theorem
to prove the metric variation formula.
Remark 4.10. Our one-form ωT is a generalization of a certain one-form introduced by
Bismut-Zhang in the setting of the de Rham complex [9]. To explain this briefly, let gTM
be a Riemannian metric on M and let F be a flat bundle with metric gF . Let f : M Ñ R
be a Morse function. For t P p0,8q and T P R, consider the metric ht,T on Λ‚F induced by
the metrics 1
t
gTM (as in Remark 4.8) and e´2TfgF . The map pt, T q ÞÑ ht,T parametrizes a
surface Σ in M. Following Bismut-Zhang, we will use α to denote the pullback of ωT to Σ,
which a short computation shows is given by
α “ Trp´1qQQe´t∆T dt
t
´ 2 Trp´1qQfe´t∆T dT,
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where ∆T is a conjugate of the deformed Laplacian associated to f appearing in Witten’s
proof of the Morse inequalities [26]. Bismut-Zhang prove that α is closed on the surface Σ,
although they do not make our more general observation that α is the pullback to Σ of a
closed form defined on all of M. The closedness of α and a Stokes’ theorem argument play
an important role in Bismut-Zhang’s proof of the Cheeger-Mu¨ller theorem.
4.3. Proof that ωT is closed. We will now prove:
Theorem 4.11. The one-form ωT is closed on M, i.e., δMωT “ 0.
Fix an integer N greater than n
m
to ensure that RNz is trace-class, where Rz “ pz ´∆q´1
is the resolvent. Define ω˜T P Ω1pM,Cq (whose dependence on z we suppress) by
(4.6) ω˜T :“ Trp´1qQRNz b
The Cauchy integral formula relates ωT “ Tr1p´1qQe´∆b and ω˜T . This is similar to (2.9)
and (2.10), but we must take care to exclude the zero eigenvalue of ∆ (since ωT is defined
using “Tr1”). To that end, let C be a contour in C surrounding rλ1,8q Ă R Ă C, where
λ1 is the first nonzero eigenvalue of ∆. (On any compact set of metrics, C may be chosen
independently of the metric.) Then the Cauchy integral formula gives
p´1qQe´∆b pI ´ Πker ∆q “ 1
2pii
1
pN ´ 1q!
ż
C
e´z p´1qQRNz b dz.
Since the trace and δM commute with the integral, we have therefore
ωT “ 1
2pii
1
pN ´ 1q!
ż
C
e´z ω˜T dz and
δMωT “ 1
2pii
1
pN ´ 1q!
ż
C
e´z
`
δMω˜T
˘
dz.(4.7)
Thus to prove that ωT is closed, it is sufficient to prove that ω˜T is closed, which we will do
via several lemmas.
Lemma 4.12. The one-form b is symmetric, i.e., b˚ “ b.
Proof. Pulled back to a curve parametrized by u ÞÑ hu, we have b “ h´1u 9hu du, where
9hu :“ dhudu . Thus it suffices to show that h´1u 9hu is a pointwise symmetric operator with
respect to hu, which we will now do.
For every u, we have the conjugate symmetry hupf, gqx “ hupg, fqx. Differentiating with
respect to u gives that 9hupf, gqx “ 9hupg, fqx. Thus
huph´1u 9huf, gqx “ 9hupf, gqx
“ 9hupg, fqx
“ huph´1u 9hug, fqx
“ hupf, h´1u 9hugqx,
which proves the desired pointwise symmetry. 
Lemma 4.13. We may rewrite ω˜T “ Trp´1qQRNz b in either of the following equivalent ways:
ω˜T “Tr p´1qQRNz b;(4.8)
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ω˜T “1
2
Trp´1qQRNz b` 12Tr p´1q
QRNz b.(4.9)
Proof. The second equality follows from the first and the definition of ω˜T , so it suffices to
prove the first. We simply apply Lemma 2.3 relating the trace and the adjoint:
ω˜T “ Trp´1qQRNz b “ Tr
`p´1qQRNz b˘˚
“ Tr bRNz p´1qQ (since b˚ “ b)
“ Tr p´1qQRNz b,
where the last equality follows from the cyclicity of the trace and the fact that p´1qQ com-
mutes with the resolvent. 
Lemma 4.14. The derivative of b is δMb “ ´b b.
Proof. Since
`
δM
˘2 “ 0, we have
δMb “ δMph´1δMhq
“ δMph´1q δMh
“ ´h´1pδMhqh´1 δMh
“ ´b b.

Lemma 4.15. Let a1, a2, a3 P ΩpM, Aq, where A “ B or A “ Ψ. Suppose that d and d˚
commute with each of a1, a2, and a3, and that the forms below are trace-class. Then we have
the identity
(4.10) Trp´1qQa1ba2pδM∆q˚a3 “ Trp´1qQa1pδM∆qa2ba3.
Proof. The formula in Lemma 4.7 for δM∆ implies that pδM∆q˚ “ bdd˚´dbd˚`d˚bd´d˚db.
We use the cyclicity of the trace and that d and d˚ commute with a1, a2, and a3 and
anticommute with p´1qQ to compute:
Trp´1qQa1ba2pbdd˚qa3 “ Trp´1qQa1pdd˚bqa2ba3;
Trp´1qQa1ba2p´d˚dbqa3 “ Trp´1qQa1p´bd˚dqa2ba3;
Trp´1qQa1ba2p´dbd˚ ` d˚bdqa3 “ Trp´1qQa1pd˚bd´ dbd˚qa2ba3.
Summing the three identities above gives (4.10), as claimed. 
Lemma 4.16. We have the identities δMRz “ Rz
`
δM∆
˘
Rz, and more generally, δ
MpRNz q “
Nÿ
i“1
Riz
`
δM∆
˘
RN´i`1z .
Proof. The first identity follows from the definition Rz “ pz ´∆q´1 and a familiar rule for
differentiating the inverse of an operator; the second identity follows from the first and the
Leibniz rule. 
Lemma 4.17. The one-form ω˜T “ Trp´1qQRNz b is closed on M.
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Proof. Recall the identity (4.9):
2ω˜T “ Trp´1qQRNz b` Tr p´1qQRNz b.
We will look for cancellation between terms in the derivative of the first term on the right-
hand-side and terms in the derivative of the second term on the right-hand side. We have
on the one hand
δM
`
Trp´1qQRNz b
˘ “ Trp´1qQpδMRNz qb ` Trp´1qQRNz pδMbq
“
Nÿ
i“1
Trp´1qQRiz
`
δM∆
˘
RN´i`1z b ´ Trp´1qQRNz bb,
and on the other hand
δM
`
Tr p´1qQRNz b
˘ “ Trp´1qQpδMRNz qb ` Trp´1qQRNz pδMbq
“
Nÿ
i“1
Tr p´1qQRiz
`
δM∆
˘
RN´i`1z b ´ Tr p´1qQRNz bb.
Note that pbbq˚ “ ´b˚b˚ “ ´bb since b is a symmetric one-form. Now compute
Trp´1qQRNz bb “ Tr pp´1qQRNz bbq˚
“ ´Tr bbRNz p´1qQ
“ ´TrRNz p´1qQbb
“ ´Tr p´1qQRNz bb,
where we have used the cyclic property of the trace and that p´1qQ commutes with Rz. It
remains to show that the following vanishes:
Nÿ
i“1
“
Trp´1qQRiz
`
δM∆
˘
RN´i`1z b` Tr p´1qQRiz
`
δM∆
˘
RN´i`1z b
‰
.
Denote the ith summand by Ai. We claim that for each i, Ai “ 0. To see this, we compute
Trp´1qQRiz pδM∆qRN´i`1z b
“ Tr pp´1qQRiz pδM∆qRN´i`1z bq˚
“ ´Tr bRN´i`1z pδM∆q˚Rizp´1qQ
“ ´Tr p´1qQRizbRN´i`1z pδM∆q˚
“ ´Tr p´1qQRiz pδM∆qRN´i`1z b by Lemma 4.15.
This proves that Ai “ 0 and proves the lemma. 
This proves that ωT is closed by (4.7), completing the proof of Theorem 4.11.
4.4. Variation formula for torsion. We will now prove:
Theorem (Theorem 4.4). Let hpuq, u P r0, 1s, be a smooth one-parameter family of metrics
in M. Let T phpuqq “ T pM,E, hpuqq be the associated analytic torsion. Then
(4.11)
d
du
log T phpuqq “
„
Tr1p´1qQhpuq´1dh
du
e´t∆
hpuq

t0
.
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Proof. Rather than differentiating the analytic torsion, it suffices to compute the difference
in analytic torsions associated to hp0q and hp1q (thereby using the usual Stokes’ theorem
rather than an infinitesimal version).
For A ą  ą 0, let Σ “ ΣA, denote the surface in M parametrized by pu, tq P r0, 1s ˆ
r, As ÞÑ h “ hpuqt :“ tQhpuq. The boundary of Σ consists of four curves, described respec-
tively by u “ 0, u “ 1, t “ , and t “ A. ωT pulled back to BΣ, in the coordinates pu, tq,
is
ωT “Tr1p´1qQQe´t∆puqdt
t
` Tr1p´1qQe´t∆puqh´1BhBudu.
Since ωT is closed, δ
MptsωT q pulled back to Σ is
δMptsωT q “ sts´1 dt ωT
“ sts´1 Tr1p´1qQe´t∆puqh´1BhBu dt du.
Let ζupsq :“ ζps; ∆hpuq, p´1qQQq. Let ζu,A,psq be defined for Re s ą nm by
Γpsqζu,A,psq :“
ż
Chpuq,A,
tsωT .
Stokes’ theorem gives, for Re s ą n
m
,
Γpsq rζ0,A,psq ´ ζ1,A,psqs “
ż 1
0
ż A

sts´1 Tr1p´1qQe´t∆puqh´1BhBu dt du
`
ż 1
0
ts Tr1p´1qQe´∆puqh´1BhBudu
´
ż 1
0
ts Tr1p´1qQe´A∆puqh´1BhBudu.
In the limits A Ñ 8 and  Ñ 0, the latter two terms tend to zero for Re s large by the
admissibility conditions (A1) and (A2). Thus we obtain, for Re s ą n
m
,
ζ0psq ´ ζ1psq “ 1
Γpsq
ż 1
0
ż 8
0
sts´1 Tr1p´1qQe´t∆puqh´1BhBu dt du
“
ż 1
0
sζ
ˆ
s; ∆puq, p´1qQh´1BhBu
˙
du.
We have shown that this equality holds for Re s large, but both sides possess unique mero-
morphic continuations, so in fact the equality holds for all s. Differentiating and evaluating
at s “ 0, we obtain
log T php0qq ´ log T php1qq “
ż 1
0
d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ˆ
sζ
ˆ
s; ∆puq, p´1qQh´1BhBu
˙˙
du.
But the derivative in the integrand is just the value of the zeta function at s “ 0, since the
zeta function is holomorphic at s “ 0:
d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ˆ
sζ
ˆ
s; ∆puq, p´1qQh´1BhBu
˙˙
“ ζ
ˆ
0; ∆puq, p´1qQh´1BhBu
˙
.
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Theorem 2.11 gives that the latter is given precisely by the coefficient on t0 in the asymptotic
expansion of Tr1p´1qQe´t∆puqh´1 BhBu . This proves the theorem. 
5. Multi-torsion on manifolds with local product structure
5.1. Multi-zeta functions. To motivate the definitions of this section, let us consider prod-
uct manifolds as an example. For j “ 1, 2, let Mj be a compact manifold of dimension nj;
denote by pij the projection M1 ˆM2 Ñ Mj. For j “ 1, 2, let Ej Ñ Mj be a vector bundle
and let Lj be a strictly positive symmetric elliptic operator on sections of Ej. Consider the
product vector bundle over the product manifold: E :“ pi1˚E1 b pi2˚E2 Ñ M1 ˆM2. L1 and
L2 induce commuting sub-elliptic operators, which we will also denote by L1 and L2, on
sections of E. Define Lpt1, t2q :“ t1L1 ` t2L2, which is an elliptic operator depending on
two positive parameters t1 and t2. For j “ 1, 2, let hjptjq :“ Tr e´tjLj , and let ζjpsjq be
the associated zeta function. Let hpt1, t2q :“ Tr e´Lpt1,t2q, which decomposes as a product:
hpt1, t2q “ h1pt1qh2pt2q. Define the “multi-zeta function” ζps1, s2q by ζps1, s2q :“ ζ1ps1qζ2ps2q,
which by Fubini’s theorem may be written as follows, for Re s1,Re s2 large:
(5.1) ζps1, s2q “ 1
Γps1qΓps2q
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts1´11 t
s2´1
2 hpt1, t2q dt1dt2.
Note also that we have the following relationship between derivatives at the origin:
B2ζ
Bs1Bs2
ˇˇˇˇ
ps1,s2q“p0,0q
“ dζ1
ds1
ˇˇˇˇ
s1“0
dζ2
ds2
ˇˇˇˇ
s2“0
.(5.2)
We may also consider more general functions hpt1, t2q and define an associated multi-zeta
function as in (5.1). In the product case, “multiplication” of the respective properties of the
admissible functions h1pt1q and h2pt2q (recall Definition 2.6) implies that their product has
the following four “multi-asymptotic” properties:
(MA1) (Both t1 and t2 small.) For every real number K, we may write
hpt1, t2q “
J1Kÿ
j1“0
J2Kÿ
j2“0
pt1qp1j1 pt2qp2j2 ap1j1 ,p2j2
`
I1Kÿ
i1“0
pt1qp111 b1p1i1 pt2q `
I2Kÿ
i2“0
pt2qp2i2 b2p2i2 pt1q ` rKpt1, t2q,
where for 0 ă t1, t2 ă 1, |rKpt1, t2q| ď CKpt1qKpt2qK , |b1p1i1 pt2q| ď CK,i1pt2q
K , and
|b2
p2i2
pt1q| ď CK,i2pt1qK .
(MA2) (t1 small, t2 large.) For every real number K we may write
hpt1, t2q “
I1Kÿ
i1“0
pt1qp1i1 c1p1i1 pt2q ` s
1
Kpt1, t2q
where for 0 ă t1 ă 1 and t2 ě 1, |c1p1i1 pt2q| ď CK,i1e
´K,i1 t2 and |s1Kpt1, t2q| ď
CKpt1qKe´Kt2 .
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(MA3) (t1 small, t2 large.) (This is (MA2) with the roles of t1 and t2 reversed.) For every
real number K we may write
hpt1, t2q “
I2Kÿ
i2“0
pt2qp2i2 c2p2i2 pt1q ` s
2
Kpt1, t2q
where for 0 ă t2 ă 1 and t1 ě 1, |c2p2i2 pt1q| ď CK,i2e
´K,i2 t1 and |s2Kpt1, t2q| ď
CKpt2qKe´Kt1 .
(MA4) (Both t1 and t2 large.) If t1, t2 ě 1,
|hpt1, t2q| ď Ce´1t1e´2t2 .
Definition 5.1. We will say that a smooth function p0,8qˆp0,8q Ñ C is multi-admissible
when it satisfies conditions (MA1)-(MA4) above. We then define the multi-zeta function
associated to a multi-admissible function hpt1, t2q by the following, for Re s1 and Re s2 large:
(5.3) ζps1, s2q :“ 1
Γps1qΓps2q
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 hpt1, t2q dt1t1
dt2
t2
.
Remark 5.2. It is clear that the product of an admissible function of t1 and an admissible
function of t2, or more generally a finite sum of such products, is multi-admissible.
Lemma 2.7 generalizes to:
Lemma 5.3. Suppose hpt1, t2q is multi-admissible. Then the integral defining ζps1, s2q in
(5.3) converges for Re s1 ą ´p10 and Re s2 ą ´p20 and defines a holomorphic function there.
This function admits a unique meromorphic extension to all of C2; the extension, which
we also denote by ζps1, s2q, is holomorphic at the origin, where its value is ζp0, 0q “ a0,0.
Furthermore, we have the vanishing results:
(1) If no pt1q0 terms appear in (MA1) or in (MA2), then BζBs2 p0, 0q “ 0.
(2) If no pt2q0 terms appear in (MA1) or in (MA3), then BζBs1 p0, 0q “ 0.
Proof. Let fps1, s2q be the integral in (5.3):
fps1, s2q :“
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 hpt1, t2q dt1t1
dt2
t2
,
so that
(5.4) ζps1, s2q “ 1
Γps1qΓps2qfps1, s2q.
The gamma function Γ is meromorphic and nonvanishing, so 1
Γps1qΓps2q is holomorphic every-
where. Since Γpzq “ 1
z
`Op1q as z Ñ 0,
(5.5)
1
Γps1qΓps2q “ s1s2 `Op|ps1, s2q|
3q as ps1, s2q Ñ p0, 0q.
Thus it suffices to show that fps1, s2q admits a meromorphic extension and to study its
behavior near p0, 0q.
We may write the domain p0,8q ˆ p0,8q of the integral in (5.3) as the union of the four
sets p0, 1sˆp0, 1s, p0, 1sˆr1,8q, r1,8qˆp0, 1s, and r1,8qˆr1,8q. The respective conditions
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(MA1)-(MA4) ensure that the integral over each of these four sets converges absolutely if
Re sj ą nj2 for j “ 1, 2. Computing the integrals give that for any real number K we have
fps1, s2q “
J1Kÿ
j1“0
J2Kÿ
j2“0
1
ps1 ´ p1j1qps2 ´ p2j2q
ap1j1 ,p
2
j2
`
I1Kÿ
i1“0
1
s1 ´ p1i1
b˜1p1i1
ps2q `
I2Kÿ
i2“0
1
s2 ´ p2i2
b˜2p2i2
ps1q
` r˜Kps1, s2q
`
I1Kÿ
i1“0
1
s1 ´ p1i1
c˜1p1i1
ps2q ` s˜1Kps1, s2q
`
I2Kÿ
i2“0
1
s2 ´ p2i2
c˜2p2i2
ps2q ` s˜2Kps1, s2q
` h˜ps1, s2q,
where the new functions of s1, s2 (marked by tildes), each of which is holomorphic for
Re s1,Re s2 ą ´K, are defined in terms of the functions in (MA1)-(MA4) by
b˜1p1i1
ps2q :“
ż 1
0
pt2qs2 bp1i1 pt2q
dt2
t2
;
b˜2p2i2
ps1q :“
ż 1
0
pt1qs1 bp2i2 pt1q
dt1
t1
;
r˜Kps1, s2q :“
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
pt1qs1pt2qs2 rKpt1, t2q dt1
t1
dt2
t2
;
c˜1p1i1
ps2q :“
ż 8
1
ts22 cp1i1
pt2q dt2
t2
;
s˜1Kps1, s2q :“
ż 8
1
ż 1
0
pt1qs1pt2qs2 s1Kpt1, t2q dt1t1
dt2
t2
;
c˜2p2i2
ps1q :“
ż 8
1
ts11 cp2i2
pt1q dt1
t1
;
s˜2Kps1, s2q :“
ż 1
0
ż 8
1
pt1qs1pt2qs2 s2Kpt1, t2q dt1t1
dt2
t2
;
h˜ps1, s2q :“
ż 1
0
ż 8
1
pt1qs1pt2qs2 hpt1, t2q dt1
t1
dt2
t2
.
This uniquely defines the meromorphic extension of f to the set where Re s1,Re s2 ą ´K.
Since K is arbitrary, this proves that f has a unique meromorphic extension to all of C2.
We see that as ps1, s2q Ñ p0, 0q,
(5.6) fps1, s2q “ a0,0 1
s1s2
`
´
b˜10p0q ` c˜10p0q
¯ 1
s1
`
´
b˜20p0q ` c˜20p0q
¯ 1
s2
`O p1q .
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From (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6), we see that
ζp0, 0q “ a0,0;
Bζ
Bs2 p0, 0q “ b˜
1
0p0q ` c˜10p0q;
Bζ
Bs1 p0, 0q “ b˜
2
0p0q ` c˜20p0q.
The final vanishing assertions of the lemma follow. 
Remark 5.4. There is a natural generalization to functions hpt1, . . . , tmq of m positive vari-
ables, for which one may define a multi-zeta function ζps1, . . . , smq of m complex variables
via an Mellin-type transform involving an integral over p0,8qm. One should then replace
the four conditions (MA1)-(MA4) with 2m conditions, corresponding to whether each of
t1, . . . , tm is greater than or less than one. We will not pursue this further here.
Remark 5.5. The multi-zeta functions we consider here bear a formal resemblance to the
zeta functions of Shintani [25], but we do not know if there is any deeper connection.
5.2. Quotients of product manifolds. To establish some notational conventions, let V˜ Ñ
N˜ and V Ñ N be vector bundles over manifolds N˜ and N . By a vector bundle isomorphism,
we will mean a diffeomorphism φ : N˜ Ñ N that lifts to a diffeomorphism (also called φ)
φ : V˜ Ñ V between the total spaces that acts as a linear isomorphism on fibers, i.e., for
every x˜ P N˜ , φx˜ : V˜x˜ Ñ Vx is a linear isomorphism, where x “ φpx˜q P N . Such a φ induces
a pullback operator φ˚ : C8pN, V q Ñ C8pN˜ , V˜ q defined by φ˚pσqpx˜q “ pφxq´1σpxq. This
extends also to a pullback operator φ˚ : C8pN,Λ‚V q Ñ C8pN˜ ,Λ‚V˜ q. We will write φ˚˜x for
the isomorphism of fibers φ˚˜x : pΛ‚V qx Ñ pΛ‚V˜ qx˜.
In the case when V˜ and V are both flat, we will say that a vector bundle isomorphism φ is
flat if dΛ
‚V˜ ˝ φ˚ “ φ˚ ˝ dΛ‚V , where dΛ‚V˜ and dΛ‚V denote the respective exterior derivatives
induced by the flat connections. If in addition V˜ and V are orthogonal or unitary flat bundles,
then we will say φ is a flat isometry if for every x˜ P N˜ , φx : V˜x˜ Ñ Vx is an orthogonal or
unitary map.
Let DiffpN˜ ,Nq denote the set of diffeomorphisms N˜ Ñ N ; let DiffpNq :“ DiffpN,Nq,
which forms a group. Let IsompV˜ Ñ N˜ , V Ñ Nq denote the set of flat isometries; let
IsompV Ñ Nq :“ IsompV Ñ N, V Ñ Nq, which forms a group.
Now we may describe the geometric setting in which we will define multi-torsion. Suppose
that M1 and M2 are compact oriented manifolds and that F1 Ñ M1 and F2 Ñ M2 are
orthogonal or unitary flat vector bundles. Let F “ pi1˚F1 b pi2˚F2 Ñ M1 ˆM2 be the flat
product vector bundle, where for j “ 1, 2, pij : M1 ˆM2 Ñ Mj denotes the projection. Let
Γ be a finite subgroup of IsompF1 ÑM1qˆ IsompF2 ÑM2q, which we view as a subgroup of
IsompF Ñ M1 ˆM2q. For j “ 1, 2, let Γj denote the projection of Γ onto IsompFj Ñ Mjq.
We remark that each Γj is a subgroup of IsompFj Ñ Mjq, but Γ need not be the product
group Γ1 ˆ Γ2.
We will assume Γ, viewed as a group of diffeomorphisms of M1 ˆM2, acts freely. This
means for every γ “ pγ1, γ2q P ΓztIu, γ has no fixed points as a diffeomorphism of M1ˆM2,
i.e., γ1 and γ2 cannot both have a fixed point. But we will allow exactly one (or zero) of
γ1 and γ2 to have fixed points. Since we will need it later (see Theorem 5.15), we recall
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the notion of a nondegenerate fixed point: a fixed point x P N of φ : N Ñ N is said to be
nondegenerate when I ´ dφx : TxN Ñ TxN is an isomorphism.
Let MΓ be the quotient of M1 ˆ M2 by Γ, which is a smooth manifold of dimension
n :“ n1 ` n2. The action of Γ on F induces a quotient orthogonal or unitary flat vector
bundle FΓ Ñ MΓ. Furthermore, for every x P MΓ, there is an open neighborhood U Ă MΓ
containing x such that U is diffeomorphic to a product U˜1 ˆ U˜2 for some U˜1 and U˜2, open
sets in M1 and M2, respectively, and the restriction of FΓ to U is flat-isometric with the
product of the restrictions pi˚˜
U1
F1|U˜1 b pi˚˜U2F2|U˜2 .
This local product structure gives a bigrading of FΓ-valued forms. Let EΓ :“ Λ‚FΓ ÑMΓ.
Then EΓ “ Àq1,q2 Eq1,q2Γ , where we may locally identify Eq1,q2Γ with ppi1˚F1 b Λq1T ˚M1q bppi2˚F2 b Λq2T ˚M2q. We will refer to sections of Eq1,q2Γ as pq1, q2q-forms. For j “ 1, 2, we
will use Qj to denote the operator that acts on pq1, q2q-forms by multiplication by qj. Let
Q :“ Q1 `Q2; note that p´1qQ “ p´1qQ1p´1qQ2 .
Let d be the exterior derivative on sections of EΓ. The local product structure ensures
that there is a global decomposition of d: d “ d1 ` d2, where d1 maps pq1, q2q-forms to
pq1 ` 1, q2q-forms, and d2 maps pq1, q2q-forms to pq1, q2 ` 1q-forms.
To obtain furthermore a global decomposition of d˚ and ∆, we must consider metrics that
induce a local geometric product structure on MΓ. Let MΓj denote the set of Γj-invariant
Riemannian metrics on Mj. A choice of metrics h1 PMΓ1 and h2 PMΓ2 induces a product
Riemannian metric h1 ˆ h2 on M1 ˆM2. Let Mprod denote the set of metrics arising in this
way; Mprod is identifiable with MΓ1 ˆMΓ2 .
Consider a metric h “ h1 ˆ h2 P Mprod; h is Γ-invariant, and therefore descends to a
well-defined metric, which we will also call h, on the quotient MΓ. Furthermore, h induces
a local geometric product structure in the sense that the identification U – U˜1 ˆ U˜2 from
above is a Riemannian isometry, where U˜1 ˆ U˜2 Ă M1 ˆ M2 is given the product metric
induced by h1 and h2. Under these hypotheses we have that d
˚ “ d1˚ ` d2˚ and
∆ “ ∆1 `∆2, where ∆j “ djd˚j ` d˚j dj for j “ 1, 2.(5.7)
Our assumptions imply the vanishing of the following (anti)commutators:
td1, d2u “0(5.8)
td˚1 , d˚2u “0(5.9)
td1, d˚2u “0(5.10)
td2, d˚1u “0(5.11)
rdi,∆js “0(5.12)
rd˚i ,∆js “0(5.13)
r∆1,∆2s “0(5.14)
where (5.12) and (5.13) hold for i, j “ 1, 2.
Remark 5.6. Whereas we considered arbitrary metrics on Λ‚F when we studied the analytic
torsion of the F -valued de Rham complex in §4, we will now consider only metrics on EΓ that
are induced by Riemannian metrics on the product M1ˆM2 and by the canonical metric on
FΓ. Also, unlike in previous sections, we will not fix a density on MΓ; rather, we will always
take the Riemannian density induced by the product Riemannian metric.
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5.3. Definition of multi-torsion. Consider the generalized Laplacian on FΓ-valued forms
defined by, for t1, t2 ą 0,
∆pt1, t2q :“ t1∆1 ` t2∆2.
∆pt1, t2q is elliptic and nonnegative, so its associated heat operator e´∆pt1,t2q is defined. We
have the following fundamental result, which we will prove in §5.4:
Theorem 5.7. Suppose both F1 Ñ M1 and F2 Ñ M2 are acyclic. For j “ 1, 2, let αj P
C8pMj,End Λ‚Fjq, and suppose that αj commutes with the action of Γj, inducing an operator
α “ α1α2 :“ α1 b α2 that commutes with the action of Γ and descends to an operator
αΓ P C8pMΓ,EndEΓq. Then TrαΓe´∆pt1,t2q is multi-admissible.
This allows us to define the associated multi-zeta function as in (5.3), i.e.:
Definition 5.8. Suppose both F1 ÑM1 and F2 ÑM2 are acyclic. Let αΓ be as above. For
Re s1 ą n12 and Re s2 ą n22 , define ζps1, s2; ∆pt1, t2q, αΓq by the following:
ζps1, s2; ∆pt1, t2q, αΓq
:“ 1
Γps1qΓps2q
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 TrαΓe
´∆pt1,t2q dt1
t1
dt2
t2
.(5.15)
Remark 5.9. The assumption of acyclicity in both factors is essential to the decay of TrαΓe
´∆pt1,t2q
in the limits t1 Ñ 8 (for fixed t2) and t2 Ñ 8 (for fixed t1), which ensure the integrability
of TrαΓe
´∆pt1,t2q. We have also imposed the strong assumption that the group Γ is finite,
but we expect that this assumption is less essential and hope that one could weaken it with
some more delicate analysis than we have pursued here.
From Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.3, we immediately obtain:
Lemma 5.10. Under the assumptions above, the integral defining ζps1, s2; ∆pt1, t2q, αΓq in
(5.15) converges on the set of points ps1, s2q P C2 such that Re s1 ą n12 and Re s2 ą n22 and
defines a holomorphic function there. Furthermore, ζps1, s2; ∆pt1, t2q, αq admits a unique
meromorphic extension to all of C2; the extension is holomorphic at the origin.
This allows us to make the:
Definition 5.11. For ph1, h2q PMprod, we define multi-torsion MT “ MT pMΓ, FΓ, h1, h2q
by
MT pMΓ, FΓ, h1, h2q :“ 1
4
B2
Bs1Bs2
ˇˇˇˇ
ps1,s2q“p0,0q
ζps1, s2; ∆pt1, t2q, p´1qQQ1Q2q.(5.16)
If we wish to emphasize only the dependence of the multi-torsion on the metrics h1 and h2,
we will denote it by MT ph1, h2q.
Remark 5.12. The multi-zeta function in (5.16) may be written as (for Re s1 ą n12 and
Re s2 ą n22 )
ζps1, s2; ∆pt1, t2q, p´1qQQ1Q2q
“ 1
Γps1qΓps2q
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQQ1Q2e´∆pt1,t2q dt1t1
dt2
t2
“ 1
Γps1qΓps2q
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2
ÿ
q1,q2
p´1qq1`q2q1q2 Tr e´pt1∆
q1
1 `t2∆q22 q dt1
t1
dt2
t2
,
(5.17)
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where t1∆
q1
1 ` t2∆q22 denotes the restriction of t1∆1 ` t2∆2 to pq1, q2q-forms.
Remark 5.13. To motivate Definition 5.11, let us consider the special case in which Γ is the
trivial group, i.e., MΓ is simply the product M1 ˆM2 and FΓ “ pi1˚F1 b pi2˚F2 Ñ M1 ˆM2.
Then
Trp´1qQQ1Q2e´∆pt1,t2q “
`
Trp´1qQ1Q1e´t1∆1
˘ `
Trp´1qQ2Q2e´t2∆2
˘
,
and therefore the multi-zeta function in (5.17) decomposes as a product:
ζps1, s2; ∆pt1, t2q, p´1qQQ1Q2q “ ζps1; ∆1, p´1qQ1Q1q ζps2; ∆2, p´1qQ2Q2q.
Recalling Definition 4.1 of analytic torsion and the observation (5.2), we have that in this
case the multi-torsion is the product of the logarithms of the analytic torsions of the factors:
MT pM1 ˆM2, pi˚1F1 b pi˚2F2, h1, h2q “ log T pM1,Λ‚F1, h1q log T pM2,Λ‚F2, h2q.
Thus in this case, if the dimensions n1 and n2 are both odd, then MT ph1, h2q is trivially
independent of the metrics h1 and h2 by Corollary 4.5 since we have assumed F1 and F2 are
both acyclic.
We will now study the dependence of MT on the metric in the general case. First we have
the following vanishing result generalizing Theorem 2.3 of [20]:
Proposition 5.14. Suppose that for at least one of either j “ 1 or j “ 2, nj is even and
Γj acts on Mj by orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms. Then MT ph1, h2q “ 0 for any
ph1, h2q PMprod.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume j “ 1. The Hodge star on M1 induces
an operator ˚1 on sections of F b Λ‚T ˚pM1 ˆM2q. Since Γ1 acts by orientation-preserving
isometries, ˚1 descends to a well-defined invertible operator on the quotient, which we also
denote by ˚1, that maps pq1, q2q-forms to pn1´ q1, q2q-forms. Thus we have the commutation
relations
˚1Q1 “ pn1I ´Q1q˚1,
˚1Q2 “ Q2˚1,
˚1p´1qQ “ p´1qn1p´1qQ˚1,
˚1∆pt1, t2q “ ∆pt1, t2q ˚1 .
The last implies that ˚1 commutes also with e´∆pt1,t2q. We have the following, using the
cyclicity of the trace:
Trp´1qQQ1Q2e´∆pt1,t2q “ Tr ˚´11 p´1qQQ1Q2e´∆pt1,t2q˚1
“ p´1qn1 Trp´1qQpn1I ´Q1qQ2e´∆pt1,t2q.
In the case when n1 is even, this implies
Trp´1qQQ1Q2e´∆pt1,t2q “ n1
2
Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2q,
which we claim vanishes. This vanishing would show that the zeta function of (5.17) vanishes
identically, which would prove the proposition.
To prove the claim that Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2q “ 0, we will use what is essentially a standard
argument that can be used to prove the McKean-Singer formula relating the index to the
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heat equation [16]. We start by differentiating with respect to t1. Since
B
Bt1 ∆pt1, t2q “ ∆1,
which commutes with ∆ and therefore with the resolvent p∆´ zq´1, we obtain
B
Bt1 Trp´1q
QQ2e
´∆pt1,t2q
“ ´Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2q∆1
“ ´Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2qd1d˚1 ´ Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2qd˚1d1.
But this is zero for the following reason: the cyclicity of the trace and the fact that d1
commutes with Q2 and e
´∆pt1,t2q and anticommutes with p´1qQ imply that
Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2qd1d˚1 “ ´Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2qd˚1d1.
We have shown that for each t2 ą 0, Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2q is constant in t1. But Theorem 5.7
gives that Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2q Ñ 0 as t1 Ñ 8, so in fact Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2q vanishes for all
t1, t2 ą 0. 
Thus the interesting case (at least under the orientation-preserving assumption) is when
both dimensions n1 and n2 are odd. The metric independence of analytic torsion, Corollary
4.5, generalizes to the following, which is the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.15. For j “ 1, 2, if nj is odd and if for every γj P Γj, γj is either orientation-
preserving or has nondegenerate fixed points as a diffeomorphism of Mj, then MT ph1, h2q is
independent of the metric hj.
We will give the proof in §5.8. The hypotheses ensure the vanishing of boundary terms in
our Stokes’ theorem argument involving the closed two-form ωMT (to be introduced in §5.6).
5.4. Heat kernel multi-asymptotics. We will now prove Theorem 5.7, which we restate
for convenience:
Theorem. Suppose both F1 Ñ M1 and F2 Ñ M2 are acyclic. For j “ 1, 2, let αj P
C8pMj,End Λ‚Fjq, and suppose that αj commutes with the action of Γj, inducing an operator
α “ α1α2 :“ α1 b α2 that commutes with the action of Γ and descends to an operator
αΓ P C8pMΓ,EndEΓq. Then TrαΓe´∆pt1,t2q is multi-admissible.
Proof. Let Π : M1 ˆM2 Ñ MΓ denote the projection, which extends to a map from F to
FΓ that is locally a flat vector bundle isometry. For x PMΓ and x˜ P Π´1pxq ĂM1 ˆM2, let
Π˚˜x : pΛ‚FΓqx Ñ pΛ‚F qx˜ be the induced identification of fibers. By the Selberg principle [24],
we have the following relationship between heat kernels:
(5.18) kMΓpt1, t2;x, yq “
ÿ
γPΓ
pΠ˚x˜q´1 γ˚x˜kM1ˆM2pt1, t2; γpx˜q, y˜qΠ˚y˜ ,
where x˜ “ px˜1, x˜2q, y˜ “ py˜1, y˜2q P M1 ˆ M2 are any lifts of x, y P MΓ. The heat kernel
kM1ˆM2pt1, t2; x˜, y˜q on F -valued forms is the tensor product of the factor heat kernels in the
following sense:
(5.19) kM1ˆM2pt1, t2; x˜, y˜q “ kM1pt1; x˜1, y˜1q b kM2pt2; x˜2, y˜2q,
where for j “ 1, 2, kMjpt; x˜j, y˜jq P HomppΛ‚Fjqy˜j , pΛ‚Fjqx˜jq denotes the heat kernel on
Fj-valued forms on Mj. Implicit in the notation is the identification of fibers pΛ‚F qz˜ –
pΛ‚F1qz˜1 b pΛ‚F2qz˜2 .
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From (5.18) and (5.19) , we obtain
kMΓpt1, t2;x, yq
“
ÿ
γ“pγ1,γ2qPΓ
pΠ˚x˜q´1
`pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, y˜1q b pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, y˜2q˘Π˚y˜ .
Now, at a point px, xq on the diagonal of MΓ ˆMΓ, we have
kMΓpt1, t2;x, xq
“
ÿ
γ“pγ1,γ2qPΓ
pΠ˚x˜q´1
`pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1q b pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q˘Π˚x˜.
Let α “ α1 b α2 and αΓ be as in the hypotheses of the theorem. Then the integral kernel of
αΓe
´∆pt1,t2q has the value at px, xq
pαΓqxkMΓpt1, t2;x, xq
“ pαΓqx
ÿ
γ“pγ1,γ2qPΓ
pΠ˚x˜q´1
`pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1q b pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q˘Π˚x˜
“
ÿ
γ“pγ1,γ2qPΓ
pΠ˚x˜q´1
`pα1qx˜1 pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1qb pα2qx˜2 pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q˘Π˚x˜
since pαΓqx pΠ˚˜xq´1 “ pΠ˚˜xq´1 αx˜ and α “ α1 b α2.
We now take the trace on the fiber at x. By the cyclicity of the trace and the multiplica-
tivity of the trace of a tensor product, we obtain
trpαΓqxkMΓpt1, t2;x, xq “
ÿ
γ“pγ1,γ2qPΓ
`
tr pα1qx˜1 pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1q
˘
`
tr pα2qx˜2 pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q
˘
.
For the L2-trace, we integrate over MΓ to obtain
TrαΓe
´∆pt1,t2q “
ż
MΓ
trpαΓqxkMΓpt1, t2;x, xq volMΓpxq
“
ÿ
γPΓ
hγpt1, t2q,(5.20)
where hγpt1, t2q is defined by
hγpt1, t2q :“
ż
MΓ
`
tr pα1qx˜1 pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1q
˘
`
tr pα2qx˜2 pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q
˘
volMΓpxq.
Let D ĂM1 ˆM2 be a fundamental domain for the cover M1 ˆM2 ÑMΓ. Then we have
hγpt1, t2q “
ż
D
`
tr pα1qx˜1 pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1q
˘
`
tr pα2qx˜2 pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q
˘
volM1ˆM2px˜q.
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But by the Γ-invariance of all the relevant operators, this is the same (up to the size of Γ,
which is the number of sheets in the cover) as integrating over all of M1ˆM2, which we can
decompose as a product:
hγpt1, t2q “ 1|Γ|
ż
M1ˆM2
`
tr pα1qx˜1 pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1q
˘
`
tr pα2qx˜2 pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q
˘
volM1ˆM2px˜q
“ 1|Γ|
ˆż
M1
`
tr pα1qx˜1 pγ1q˚x˜1kM1pt1; γ1px˜1q, x˜1q
˘
volM1px˜1q
˙
ˆż
M2
`
tr pα2qx˜2 pγ2q˚x˜2kM2pt2; γ2px˜2q, x˜2q
˘
volM2px˜2q
˙
.
We claim that for j “ 1, 2, the following is an admissible function of tj in the sense of
Definition 2.6:
(5.21)
ż
Mj
´
tr pαjqx˜j pγjq˚x˜jkM1pt1; γjpx˜jq, x˜jq
¯
volMjpx˜jq.
To see this, note that the expression (5.21) is precisely the trace of the operator αjγj˚ e
´tj∆j
on L2pMj,Λ‚Fjq. The tj Ñ 0 asymptotic expansion of Trαjγj˚ e´tj∆j follows from a well-
known fact (see, e.g., the book of Gilkey [11]), and the decay as tj Ñ 8 follows from the
assumption that Fj is acyclic, i.e., that ∆j has trivial kernel.
As a consequence, for every γ P Γ, hγpt1, t2q is multi-admissible, being a product of an
admissible function of t1 and an admissible function of t2. Summing over the group elements
γ P Γ, as in (5.20), shows that TrαΓe´∆pt1,t2q is multi-admissible, completing the proof. 
5.5. Vanishing of constant terms. To study constant terms in certain (multi-)asymptotic
expansions, we first will review some general results, for which we will introduce the following
new notation. Consider a compact oriented Riemannian manifold N and a flat orthogonal
or unitary vector bundle V Ñ N . Let φ be a Riemannian isometry of N that extends to a
flat isometry of V . Let φ˚ denote the induced pullback operator on sections of Λ‚V . Let ∆
be the Laplacian on sections of Λ‚V . Let σ P C8pN,EndpΛ‚V qq. Retain these assumptions
for Lemmas 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18 and Corollary 5.19.
Lemma 5.16. Let X0 be a submanifold of N that is a connected component of the fixed point
set of φ : N Ñ N . Let c be the codimension of X0 in N . Then φ is orientation-preserving as
a diffeomorphism of N if and only if c is even, and equivalently, φ is orientation-reversing
if and only if c is odd.
Lemma 5.17. Suppose φ is orientation-preserving and dimN is odd. Then there is no t0
term in the asymptotic expansion of Tr σφ˚e´t∆.
For a proof of Lemma 5.17, see the proof of Proposition 2 in [13].
For a proof of the following result, see, e.g., the book of Gilkey [11]. It is originally due
to Kotake [12], who was the first to apply heat equation methods to Atiyah-Bott’s Lefschetz
fixed point theorem [1].
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Lemma 5.18. Suppose that φ has nondegenerate fixed points. Then Tr σφ˚e´t∆ is bounded,
and furthermore, as tÑ 0`,
Tr σφ˚e´t∆ “
ÿ
x0PFixpφq
trσx0φx˚0
| detpI ´ dφx0q| ` O
´
t
1
2
¯
.
where Fixpφq Ă N denotes the finite set of fixed points of φ.
We will need the following vanishing result in the case in which the operator σ takes a
certain special form:
Corollary 5.19. Suppose that φ has nondegenerate fixed points. Let gpuq be a smooth
one-parameter family of φ-invariant Riemannian metrics on N , with associated Hodge star
˚ “ ˚puq. Then Trp´1qQ ˚´1 d˚
du
φ˚e´t∆gpuq is Opt1{2q as tÑ 0.
Proof. We will show that for each fixed point x0,
(5.22) trp´1qQ ˚´1x0
d˚x0
du
φ˚x0 “ 0,
which suffices to prove the claim by Lemma 5.18. Our approach is to conjugate the operator
on the left-hand side of (5.22) by ˚x0 . Note that ˚p´1qQ “ p´1qdimNp´1qQ˚, ˚d˚du “ ´d˚du˚
(since ˚ squares to a constant), and ˚φ˚ “ or.φ˚˚ where or. “ 1 if φ is orientation-preserving
and or. “ ´1 if φ is orientation-reversing. But since φ has nondegenerate fixed points, φ
is orientation-preserving if and only if dimN is even, which means or. “ p´1qdimN . The
cyclicity of the trace and the facts above show that
trp´1qQ ˚´1x0
d˚x0
du
φ˚x0 “ tr ˚x0p´1qQ ˚´1x0
d˚x0
du
φ˚x0˚´1x0
“ ´ trp´1qQ ˚´1x0
d˚x0
du
φ˚x0 ,
which proves (5.22) and completes the proof. 
Now we return to the setting of Theorem 5.7. The following results will be essential to
our proof of the metric independence theorem for multi-torsion.
Proposition 5.20. Retain the assumptions of Theorem 5.7. Suppose the dimension n1 is
odd and for every γ1 P Γ1, γ1 is either orientation-preserving or has nondegenerate fixed
points as a diffeomorphism of M1. Suppose α1 is of the special form α1 “ p´1qQ1 ˚´11 d˚1du for
a smooth one-parameter family of metrics h1puq on M1. Then there are no pt1q0 terms in
the multi-asymptotic expansions of (MA1)-(MA3) for the multi-admissible function
TrαΓe
´∆pt1,t2q.
A similar statement holds with the roles of 1 and 2 reversed.
Proof. By (5.20) and the discussion following it, it suffices to prove the claim that for each
γ1 P Γ1, Trp´1qQ1α1γ1˚ e´t1∆1 has no pt1q0 term in its small t1 asymptotic expansion. There
are two cases:
First, if γ1 is orientation-preserving, then the claim follows from Lemma 5.17 since n1 is
odd.
Second, if γ1 has nondegenerate fixed points, then the claim follows from Corollary 5.19.

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Corollary 5.21. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.20, we have
B
Bs2
ˇˇˇˇ
ps1,s2q“p0,0q
ζ ps1, s2;´∆pt1, t2, uq, αΓq “ 0.
A similar statement holds with the roles of 1 and 2 reversed.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.20 and Lemma 5.3. 
5.6. A closed form for multi-torsion. We will now introduce the closed form ωMT and
interpret multi-torsion as the integral of ωMT over a surface in the space of metrics.
The form ωMT makes sense in a somewhat more general setting than that in which we
defined multi-torsion. What is essential is that there is a sufficiently nice decomposition of
d, d˚, ∆, and δM. More precisely, we make the following assumptions.
Let M be a compact manifold of dimension n. Let pE, dq be an elliptic complex on M ,
and let p´1qQ denote the grading operator. We assume that d admits a decomposition
d “ d1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dm
such that for all i and j, di and dj anticommute and di anticommutes with p´1qQ. (Here,
the subscript j on dj does not refer to the Z-grading on E.) This implies that for any metric
on E, we have a decomposition of the associated d˚:
d˚ “ d˚1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` d˚m.
Since we are allowing the density to vary in this section, we will now consider a “metric”
on E to be a choice of both a metric in the usual sense and a density, i.e., a metric is a
section of E˚ b E˚ b |Λ|, where |Λ| denotes the density bundle, a trivial line bundle on M .
We may view a metric h as an isomorphism h : E Ñ E˚ b |Λ|.
We will assume that M is a space of metrics on E such that for any metric in M, the
associated di˚ ’s satisfy that for all i and j, di˚ and d
‹
j anticommute and that if i ‰ j, d‹i and dj
anticommute. Then the Laplacian decomposes as ∆ “ řmk“1 ∆k, where ∆k :“ dkdk˚`dk˚dk; dk
and dk˚ commute with ∆ and therefore with functions of ∆, in particular with the resolvent
R “ Rz :“ pz ´∆q´1.
Furthermore, we will require that the M-exterior derivative δM decomposes as
δM “ δM1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δMm
such that δMi dj˚ “ 0 for i ‰ j. Note that the one-form b “ h´1δMh introduced in §4.2 still
makes sense. Our assumptions imply that b decomposes as
b “ b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bm,
where bj :“ h´1δMj h. Lemma 4.7 generalizes to give that δMdj˚ “ δMj dj˚ “ rdj˚ , bjs. We will
assume that bj commutes with di and di˚ for i ‰ j, and that each bj is symmetric. Thus we
assume that a generalization of Lemma 4.12 holds. In the geometric setting of §5.2, this fact
holds automatically for the same reason that Lemma 4.12 holds.
Remark 5.22. The geometric setting of §5.2 satisfies the assumptions above, with m “ 2 and
with M “Mprod. In that setting, we may rewrite b using the Hodge star, as we will now
explain. For Riemannian metrics h1 on M1 and h2 on M2, let ˚1 and ˚2 be the associated
Hodge stars on Λ‚F1 and Λ‚F2, respectively. If Γ1 and Γ2 act by orientation-preserving
diffeomorphisms, then ˚1 and ˚2 descend to well-defined operators on Λ‚FΓ, but even if not,
the C8pMΓ,EndpΛ‚FΓqq-valued one-forms ˚´11 pδM1 ˚1q and ˚´12 pδM1 ˚2q are well-defined (since
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˚1 and ˚2 are well-defined up to a sign), and we may write b “ b1` b2, where b1 “ ˚´11 pδM1 ˚1q
and b2 “ ˚´12 pδM1 ˚2q.
Introducing ωMT and ω˜MT , which are m-forms that generalize the one-forms ωT and ω˜T ,
respectively, will require some somewhat cumbersome combinatorics and associated notation.
Fix an integer N that is sufficiently large to ensure that RNz is trace-class. Let CN,m denote
the finite set of compositions (i.e., ordered partitions) of the positive integer N into m
positive integer summands. We will view CN,m as the set of multi-indices I “ pi1, . . . , imq
such that each ij is a strictly positive integer and N “ i1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` im. We will view Sm´1 as
the permutation group of the set t2, . . . ,mu. For σ P Sm´1, I “ pi1, . . . , imq P CN,m, and z a
complex number not in the spectrum of ∆, let Rz,σ,I be defined by
Rz,σ,I :“ Ri1z b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq.
Let Tσ,I and T σ,I be defined by
Tσ,I :“ signσ Trp´1qQRz,σ,I and
T σ,I :“ signσ Tr p´1qQRz,σ,I .
Tσ,I and T σ,I depend on z, but we suppress this. Note that Tσ,I is not necessarily equal to
the complex conjugate of T σ,I .
Our m-form ω˜MT is defined by
(5.23) ω˜MT :“ 1|CN,m|pm´ 1q!
ÿ
σPSm´1,IPCN,m
1
2
`
Tσ,I ` T σ,I
˘
,
where |CN,m| denotes the number of elements in the finite set CN,m, so that the normalizing
constant |CN,m|pm ´ 1q! is the number of summands in the sum. (pm ´ 1q! is the number
of elements in Sm´1; we have not bothered to compute |CN,m|.) Again, we suppress the
dependence on z. We have symmetrized in a sense over all orderings of the factors 2, . . . ,m;
we could have instead chosen to symmetrize over all orderings of all the factors 1, . . . ,m,
which would have been equivalent by the graded cyclicity of the trace.
We define ωMT in terms of ω˜MT via the contour integral
(5.24) ωMT :“ 1pN ´ 1q!
1
2pii
ż
C
e´z ω˜MT dz,
where C is a contour in C enclosing r0,8q.
Remark 5.23. There is not an obvious simpler formula for ωMT involving the heat operator
(analogous to (4.5)) because b1, . . . , bm do not commute with the resolvent Rz in general.
But in the most important special case, the contour integral in (5.24) is easy to compute,
giving a heat operator; see (5.25) below.
We will now explain the significance of ωMT to the multi-torsion. Let us return to the
setting of §5.2, in which we have a bigrading of E: E “ Àq1,q2 Eq1,q2 . Let h1 ˆ h2 be a
product Riemannian metric on M1 ˆM2. Let hq1,q2 be the induced metric on Eq1,q2 and let
∆h “ ∆h1 `∆h2 be the associated Laplacian. For t1, t2 ą 0, consider the product Riemannian
metric
´
1
t1
h1
¯
ˆ
´
1
t2
h2
¯
, which induces a metric ht1,t2 on E whose restriction to E
q1,q2 is
t
q1´n1{2
1 t
q2´n2{2
2 h
q1,q2 . (Note that the factors of t
´n1{2
1 and t
´n2{2
2 are from the dependence of
the respective Riemannian densities on t1 and t2, which we did not consider in Remark 4.8
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since we had fixed a density then.) Then for j “ 1, 2, we have, on the surface Σh1,h2 in Mprod
parametrized by pt1, t2q ÞÑ ht1,t2 :
bj “
´
qj ´ nj
2
¯ dtj
tj
; d˚j ptjq “ tjd˚j phq; ∆pt1, t2q “ t1∆h1 ` t2∆h2 .
Pulled back to Σh1,h2 , every summand in the sum in (5.23) is the same; i.e., we have for
every σ, I that
1
2
`
Tσ,I ` T σ,I
˘ “ Trp´1qQ ´Q1 ´ n1
2
I
¯´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯
pt1∆h1 ` t2∆h2 ´ zq´N dt1t1
dt2
t2
,
which follows from the graded cyclicity of the trace, the adjoint-trace relation of Lemma 2.3,
and the fact that Q1 and Q2 commute with the resolvent Rz. Thus the 2-form ω˜MT pulled
back to Σh1,h2 is
ω˜MT “ Trp´1qQ
´
Q1 ´ n1
2
I
¯´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯
pt1∆h1 ` t2∆h2 ´ zq´N dt1t1
dt2
t2
.
Performing the contour integral gives in turn that ωMT pulled back to Σh1,h2 is
ωMT “ Trp´1qQ
´
Q1 ´ n1
2
I
¯´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯
e´pt1∆
h
1`t2∆h2 qdt1
t1
dt2
t2
.
Expanding the product
`
Q1 ´ n12 I
˘ `
Q2 ´ n22 I
˘
gives four terms, three of which vanish by
the argument in the proof of Proposition 5.14 (or by a similar argument). We obtain that
ωMT simplifies to
(5.25) ωMT “ Trp´1qQQ1Q2e´pt1∆h1`t2∆h2 qdt1
t1
dt2
t2
.
Thus we have proven the following generalization of Lemma 4.9:
Lemma 5.24. For Re s1,Re s2 large,
ζps1, s2; ∆hpt1, t2q, p´1qQQ1Q2q “ 1
Γps1qΓps2q
ż
Σh1,h2
ts11 t
s2
2 ωMT .
Using that 1
Γpsq “ s ` Ops2q as s Ñ 0 and Lemma 5.24, and recalling Definition 5.11 of
the multi-torsion MT ph1, h2q, we have shown that
4MT ph1, h2q “
˜ż
Σh1,h2
ts11 t
s2
2 ωMT
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
AC
ps1,s2q“p0,0q
,
where the superscript AC indicates that we must analytically continue the function in paren-
theses to the origin. Formally, setting s1 “ s2 “ 0 on the right-hand side leaves
ş
Σh1,h2
ωMT ;
this is purely formal because the regularization is necessary for the integral to converge. This
suggests the following heuristic interpretation of multi-torsion, generalizing our interpreta-
tion of analytic torsion:
The multi-torsion MT ph1, h2q may be interpreted as a regularized integral of
1
4
ωMT over the surface Σh1,h2 in the space of metrics Mprod.
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5.7. Proof that ωMT is closed. This subsection is dedicated to the proof of the following
fundamental result:
Theorem 5.25. The m-forms ω˜MT and ωMT are closed on M.
Since δM commutes with the integral in (5.24), it suffices to prove that δMω˜MT “ 0.
Furthermore, without loss of generality, it suffices to prove that δM1 ω˜MT “ 0.
We omit the proof of the following result since it is essentially identical to the proof of
Lemma 4.15.
Lemma 5.26. Consider operator-valued forms A, B, and C. Assume that d1 and d1˚ com-
mute with each of A, B, and C, and that the forms below are trace-class. Then we have the
identity
Trp´1qQAb1BpδM1 ∆q˚C “ Trp´1qQApδM1 ∆qBb1C.
We will need the following computations of the derivatives of Tσ,I and T σ,I in the 1-
direction:
δM1 pTσ,Iq “ ´ signσTrp´1qQRi1z b1b1Ri2z bσp2q . . . Rimz bσpmq
`
i1ÿ
α“1
signσTrp´1qQRαz pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq
`
mÿ
j“2
ijÿ
β“1
Tσ,I;j,β,
where
Tσ,I;j,β :“ p´1qj´1 signσTrp´1qQRi1z b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bσpk´1qRβz pδM1 ∆qRij´β`1z bσpjq ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq.
Similarly,
δM1 pT σ,Iq “ ´ signσTr p´1qQRi1z b1b1Ri2z bσp2q . . . Rimz bσpmq
`
i1ÿ
α“1
signσTr p´1qQRαz pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq
`
mÿ
j“2
ijÿ
β“1
T σ,I;j,β,
where
T σ,I;j,β :“ p´1qj´1 signσTr p´1qQRi1z b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bσpk´1qRβz pδM1 ∆qRij´β`1z bσpjq ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq.
We will now show δM1 ω˜MT “ 0 via three lemmas.
Lemma 5.27. The following vanishes:ÿ
σPSm´1,IPCN,m
signσTrp´1qQRi1z b1b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq
`
ÿ
σPSm´1,IPCN,m
signσTr p´1qQRi1z b1b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq.
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Proof. We have
signσ Trp´1qQRi1z b1b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq
“ signσTr `p´1qQRi1z b1b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq˘˚
“ signσ p´1q 12mpm`1qTr bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσp2qRi2z b1b1Ri1z p´1qQ
“ signσ p´1q 12mpm`1qTr p´1qQRi2z b1b1Ri1z bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσp2q.
Let r be the permutation that reverses the order of p2, . . . ,mq. Note that sign r “ p´1q 12 pm´2qpm´1q “
p´1q1` 12mpm`1q, so that signpr ˝ σq “ p´1q1` 12mpm`1q signσ. Summing over σ P Sm´1 and
I P CN,m, we obtain the lemma. 
Lemma 5.28. The following vanishes:ÿ
σPSm´1,IPCN,m
i1ÿ
α“1
signσTrp´1qQRαz pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq
`
ÿ
σPSm´1,IPCN,m
i1ÿ
α“1
signσTr p´1qQRαz pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq.
Proof. We have:
signσTrp´1qQRαz pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq
“ signσTr `p´1qQRαz pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Ri2z bσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq˘˚
“ signσp´1q 12mpm`1qTr bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσp2qRi2z b1Ri1´α`1z pδM1 ∆q˚Rαz p´1qQ
“ signσp´1q 12mpm`1qTr bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσp2qRi2z pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Rαz p´1qQ
“ signσp´1q 12mpm`1qTr p´1qQRi2z pδM1 ∆qRi1´α`1z b1Rαz bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσp2q.
The claim follows from an argument similar to the previous lemma. 
Lemma 5.29. For each j (2 ď j ď m),ÿ
σPSm´1,IPCN,m
ijÿ
β“1
`
Tσ,I;j,β ` T σ,I;j,β
˘ “ 0.
Proof. We have
Tσ,I;j,β “p´1qj´1 signσ
Trp´1qQRi1z b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bσpj´1qRβz pδM1 ∆qRij´β`1z bσpjq ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq
“p´1qj´1 signσ
Tr
`p´1qQRi1z b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bσpj´1qRβz pδM1 ∆qRij´β`1z bσpjq ¨ ¨ ¨Rimz bσpmq˘˚
“p´1qj´1 signσp´1q 12mpm`1q
Tr bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσpjqRij´β`1z pδM1 ∆q˚Rβz bσpj´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ b1Ri1z p´1qQ
“p´1qj´1 signσp´1q 12mpm`1q
Tr bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσpjqRij´β`1z b1Rβz bσpj´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ b2Ri2z pδM1 ∆qRi1z p´1qQ
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“p´1qj´1 signσp´1q 12mpm`1q`jpm´j`1q
Tr p´1qQRij´β`1z b1Rβz bσpj´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ b2Ri2z pδM1 ∆qRi1z bσpmqRimz ¨ ¨ ¨ bσpjq.
Summing over σ P Sm´1, I P CN,m, and β P t1, . . . , iju proves the lemma. 
The previous three lemmas prove that δM1 ω˜MT “ 0. The same argument shows that
δMk ω˜MT “ 0 for all k. It follows that δMω˜MT “ 0 and therefore that δMωMT “ 0. This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.25.
5.8. Metric independence theorem for multi-torsion. We will now prove:
Theorem (Theorem 5.15). Suppose that for either j “ 1 or j “ 2, nj is odd and for
every γj P Γj, γj is either orientation-preserving or has nondegenerate fixed points as a
diffeomorphism of Mj. Then MT ph1, h2q is independent of the metric hj.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume j “ 1. So let us suppose that n1 is odd.
Fix a metric h2 on M2 and consider a smooth curve h1puq, u P r0, 1s, of metrics on M1,
with associated Hodge star ˚1 “ ˚1puq. For 1, 2, A1, A2 ą 0, let B “ B1,2,A1,A2 be the
cube in Mprod parametrized by pt1, t2, uq ÞÑ 1t1h1puq ˆ 1t2h2, for 1 ď t1 ď A1, 2 ď t2 ď A2,
0 ď u ď 1. Recalling Remark 5.22, we have that pulled back to BB,
b1 “
´
Q1 ´ n1
2
I
¯ dt1
t1
` ˚´11 d˚1du du and b2 “
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ dt2
t2
.
Since b2 commutes with the resolvent, the formula (5.23) simplifies greatly, and we may
compute the contour integral in (5.24) to obtain that ωMT pulled back to BB is
ωMT “ Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,uqQ1
t1
Q2
t2
dt1 dt2
` Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,uq ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ 1
t2
du dt2,
where we have used that
Trp´1qQQ1e´∆pt1,t2,uq “ Trp´1qQQ2e´∆pt1,t2,uq “ Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,uq “ 0,
which follow from arguments similar to an argument in the proof of Proposition 5.14. Since
ωMT is closed, we have
δpts11 ts22 ωMT q “ s1ts1´11 ts22 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,uq ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ 1
t2
du dt1 dt2.
Assume that Re s1 and Re s2 are both large. We apply Stokes’ theorem on B to obtain
(5.26)
¡
B
δM1 pts11 ts22 ωMT q “
ĳ
BB
ts11 t
s2
2 ωMT .
The integral over B is¡
B
δM1 pts11 ts22 ωMT q
“ s1
ż 1
0
ż A2
2
ż A1
1
ts1´11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,uq ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ 1
t2
dt1 dt2 du.
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The boundary BB is a cube with six faces, described by u “ 0, u “ 1, t1 “ 1, t1 “ A1,
t2 “ 2, and t2 “ A2. Since ωMT vanishes on the latter two faces, the integral over BB
consists of four terms:ż A2
2
ż A1
1
ts11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,1qQ1t1
Q2
t2
dt1 dt2 pu “ 1q(5.27)
´
ż A2
2
ż A1
1
ts11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,0qQ1t1
Q2
t2
dt1 dt2 pu “ 0q(5.28)
`
ż 1
0
ż A2
2
s11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆p1,t2,uq ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ 1
t2
dt2 du pt1 “ 1q(5.29)
`
ż 1
0
ż A2
2
As11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pA1,t2,uq ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ 1
t2
dt2 du pt1 “ A1q(5.30)
For fixed 2 and A2, we will now study the limits 1 Ñ 0` and A1 Ñ 8. By the heat kernel
estimates, the term (5.29) tends to 0 as 1 Ñ 0`, and the term (5.30) tends to 0 as A1 Ñ 8.
Thus from (5.26) we obtain
s1
ż 1
0
ż A2
2
ż 8
0
ts1´11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,uq ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ 1
t2
du dt2 dt1
“
ż A2
2
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,1qQ1t1
Q2
t2
dt1 dt2
´
ż A2
2
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,0qQ1t1
Q2
t2
dt1 dt2.
We may now take the limits 2 Ñ 0` and A2 Ñ 8 to obtain
s1
ż 1
0
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts1´11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,uq ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯ 1
t2
du dt2 dt1
“
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,1qQ1t1
Q2
t2
dt1 dt2
´
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ts11 t
s2
2 Trp´1qQe´∆pt1,t2,0qQ1t1
Q2
t2
dt1 dt2.
Multiplying both sides by 1
Γps1qΓps2q gives that
s1
ż 1
0
ζ
ˆ
s1, s2; ∆pt1, t2, uq, p´1qQ ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯˙
du
“ ζ `s1, s2; ∆pt1, t2, 1q, p´1qQQ1Q2˘´ ζ `s1, s2; ∆pt1, t2, 1q, p´1qQQ1Q2˘ .
We have shown that the equality holds for Re s1 and Re s2 large, but since both sides possess
unique meromorphic continuations to all of C2, in fact the equality holds everywhere for
the meromorphic continuations. In particular, using the Definition 5.11 of multi-torsion, we
have the following equality of derivatives at the origin:
B2
Bs1Bs2
ˇˇˇˇ
ps1,s2q“p0,0q
s1
ż 1
0
ζ
ˆ
s1, s2; ∆pt1, t2, uq, p´1qQ ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯˙
du
“MT p1q ´MT p0q.
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Since the multi-zeta function in the integral is holomorphic at p0, 0q, the left-hand side is
equal to ż 1
0
B
Bs2
ˇˇˇˇ
ps1,s2q“p0,0q
ζ
ˆ
s1, s2; ∆pt1, t2, uq, p´1qQ ˚´11 d˚1du
´
Q2 ´ n2
2
I
¯˙
du.
Note that p´1qQ ˚´11 d˚1du
`
Q2 ´ n22 I
˘
is an operator of the form αΓ in the assumptions of
Corollary 5.21, and the assumptions of the present theorem ensure that the remaining as-
sumptions of that corollary hold. Thus we may apply that corollary to obtain that the
integrand vanishes. This shows MT p1q ´MT p0q “ 0, which proves the theorem. 
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